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for .eir responsibilities. However, there appears to be a suffi-
cient number of specialized financial courses to meet aggregate
responsibilities. The thesis then attempts to measure 1) the
current financial knowledge level of Naval officers, and 2) the
impact the specialized courses and one of the guidebooks have
had on improving this knowledge level utilizing two surveys con-
ducted at the Naval Postgraduate School. -

In conclusion, the thesis makes several recommendations for
increasing the availability of financial training to the line
officer by incorporating it into normal career development
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which can be used in formal training programs or as an ancillary
training aid/reference publication for those individuals who have
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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the aggregate Unrestricted Line Officer financial a A

management responsibilities of commanding officers, executive officers, A
department heads and division officers as found in public law and Navy

Regulations, and compares that aggregate with the contents of current j A

career development courses, management training courses, guidebooks, and

major financial correspondence courses. This examination concludes that

normal career development courses are inadequate to prepare officers for their

responsibilities. However, there appears to be a sufficient number of

specialized financial courses to meet aggregate responsibilities. The

thesis then atterts to measure 1) the current financial knowledge level of

Naval officers and 2) the impact the specialized courses and one of the

guidebooks have had on improving this knowledge level utilizing two surveys

conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School.

In conclusion, the thesis makes several recommendations for increasing

the availability of financial training to the line officer by incorporating

it into normal career development courses. It also presents a guidebook

developed by the author which can be used in formal training programs or

as an ancillary training aid/reference publication for those individuals

who have not or will not have an opportunity to receive formal financial

management training.
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I. INTPDDUCTION

A. GENERAL

The Golden Rule: A

He who has the gold rules

In that truism lies the balance of the fate of many nations. The

power of the purse has long been recognized as sovereign. It is a theme

woven into the fabric of history. During the Nixon Administration there

was antagonism between the President and Congress over the spending of

public funds. When Congress passed the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act over a presidential veto, the administration impounded half of the

eighteen billion dollars which had been allotted for three fiscal years.

This was an obvious attempt by the President to enforce his preference

. rd .budget priorities over. those of the.. Congress. ThMe Congr•,- s reacted

by passing impoundment control legislation to limit the President's
1

ability to alter its future decisions.

This same struggle is evident in the funding of programs for the

Department of Defense (DOD). The conflict between the President and

Congress over the procurement of a new aircraft carrier is a recent

example. These fiduciary iterations culuminate in what will be the

final budget for the DOD and its component services.

Appropriations to the Department of the Navy (DON) are eventually

passed down to Commanding Officers to support their operations. To

Dennis S. Ippolito, The Budget and National Politics, (San Francisco:
N.H. Fieeman and Company, 1978), p. 138-139.

II i i I Il i i • I I I



ensure that the intent of the appropriations as determined by Congress

are not violated, the allocations of funds are subject to strict controls

as specified under Public Law and Naval Regulations as well as guidance

from other echelons of command. These impact not only on the Commanding

Officer but also onevery other individual, both military and civilian,

who utili:es public funds in the performance of his/her duties.

The President's budget request asked Congress to approve expenditures

of over one hundred thirty-five billion dollars for the operation of the

DOD in fiscal year 1980; over forty-four billion would be for the DON alone.

The portion of this sua which will be received by a Commanding Officer

depends on the size and complexity of his command. A large Naval Air

Station such as the one at Alameda, California manages approximately

sixty-five million dollars in resources annually. For comparison, the

*.Coinanding Officer. of.a Pag.fic Fleet cruiser receives slightly more

t~han one million dollars each year and a destroyer or oiler about four
2

hundred thousand dollars. The range runs from billions down to thousands

but all officers carry a degree of fiscal responsibility. Therein lies

the problems.

B. PROBLMIS

In light of the size and the public trust inherent in controlling the

funds, does the line officer have sufficient opportunity to acquire the

financial management knowledge and skills necessary to pcrform these

"Phonecon with the SURFPAC Comptroller on 11 .'arch 1980.
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responsibilities? Does the line officer have the time in light of a 1

traditionally operational career path? Are there enough training programs

and guidebooks available in the area of financial management in the Navy

to assist them? These are the questions which this thesis attempts to

answer. J
C. OBJECTIVES

Navy Regulations singularly place the responsibility for sound manage-
-A

ment on the Commanding Officer even though he may delegate some authority

to subordinates such as Department Heads. Financial responsibility then

parallels command responsibility and the largest segment of the Naval

community which is groomed toward accepting this responsibility is the

Unrestricted Line Officer.

The intent of the thesis is to comparg the 4ggr.egate financial man-

agement responsibilities at the three most common levels of operational

management responsibility (Division Officer, Department Head and

Conmmanding Officer/Executive Officeri with the content and availability

of training programs and guidebooks. More specifically, to address the

question of whether or not there currently exists an adequate amount

of financial management training and information which can be made

available to an individual officer prior to occupying one of these

positions. Is the preparation of the officer commensurate with the

task assignment?



ID. NETHODOLOGY OF RESEARQI

In preparing this thesis, the officer career path was divided into

four training opportunity segments roughly corresponding to the three

levels of management responsibility discussed in the previous section.

They are: I
1. Entry level or Preconmissioning - This is the first level

of training available to the prospective Naval officer. In some instances,

it is the only training ha may undergo prior to assuming the responsibil- '1
ities of a Division Officer or Department Head. This is particularly

t�,�i�; the case of Restricted Line, Limited Duty and Warrant Officers.

2. Junior Officer level - Defined as 0-1 through 0-3.

3. Mtid-level - Defined as 0-4 and junior 0-5.

4. Senior Officer level - Defined as senior 0-5 and above.

The various financial management -responsibilities for cofnawlding officers/'

executive officers, department heads, and division officers, as established

in existing documentation, were then compiled and the training programs

were examined to determine if they weýre directed toward assisting the

officer in meeting those responsibilities and if they were available to

the opportunity segn,,ts where that knowledge would be needed.

The first step of the actual curriculum review was a telephone inter-

view with cognizant individuals at each school or institution, e.g., the

Associate Dean for Academics at the U.S. Naval Academy and the Executive

Assistant to the Academic Dean of the Naval War College. The examination

was considered complete if the interview revealed that no financially-

10



related topics were covered in the curriculum. If any were, or if there

was some doubt as to whether or not something loosely addressed financial

management, the catalogues, Lesson Topic Guides or course syllabi were

requested and subsequently reviewed by the author. In some cases it was

noted that there were slight variations between the same course taught

at different locations. These are pointed out in the text. The Naval -

Reser;e Officer Training Corps (NROTC) curriculu~n is taught at too many

locations to make it practical to check them all. The standardized con-

tent guidance from the Chief of Naval Education and Training was utilized

as the base for analysis in this case. The author then compared the

available training to the financial responsibility being assigned.

E. T7tSIS ORGANIZATION

SChapter I provides some brief insight into the magnitude of the finan-

cial management responsibility in the DON. Chapter II examines these

management responsibilities in greater depth. An examination of the

current training programs and guidebooks is presented in C.apter I1I.

Chapter IV then coTpares the responsibilities and available training

and presents conclusions and reconmendations for future training programs

and guidebooks. Appendix A provides a recommended financial management

guidebook for all officer personnel.

11
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II, BACKGROUND OF LINE OFFICER FINANCIAL
TIANAEMiENT RESPOMIBILITIES

A. GENRAL

To examine all the possible positions which the line officer might

occupy and the financial management responsibilities inherent therein

would be well beyond the capabilities of a single analyst to accomplish

as a thesis project. The author feels that the most valid approach dic-

tates the need for a task analysis of each position consistent with an

Industrial Psychology approach. This thesis will tackle the first step

of that task analysis for the three most prevalent line financial manage-

.ent pcsitions - Division Officer, Department Head, and Commanding

Officer/Executive Officer. This first step consists of an examination

of existing documentation on job responsibilities of each of the three

levels as specified in Public Law and Navy Regulations.

As a check of the literature examination vis-a-vis reality, this

chapter also presents a summary of selected research findings of Robert

J. Shade, a recent attendee of the Naval Postgraduate School. His

thesis is an investigation of line officer budget formulation and e):ecu-

tion practices in a shipboard environment. Since a large portion of

line officer billets are aboard ships, his research is very germane to

the examination of the total line officer responsibilities attempted

here in.

12



B. PUBLIC LAW1

The availability of funds at any level within the Department of the

Navy stems from Authorization and Appropriation legislation passed by

Congress. Coexistent with the authority to spend public funds are limit-

atiornwhose roots are in the word of the law. These limitations impact

on every individual, officer and enlisted, military and civilian, who

come into contact with public monies. The two major constraints imposed

on the obligation and expenditure of appropriated funds are found in

Section 3678 of the Revised Statutes, 31 U.S. Code 628 and Section 3679 -1

Revised Statutes, 31 U.S. Code 665. Basically, Section 3678 prohibits

an expenditure of funds on any item other than that for which it was

originally intended to be spent by Congress. Section 3679 prohibits any

act which would cause an obligation or expen'iture in excess of the appor-

tionment made. A more detailed and accurate discussion of the ramifica-

tions of these laws is given in Appendix A. Without repeating that dis-

cussion here, it is sufficient to say these two laws and the cascade of

other limitations emanating from them place hard restrictions on all

financial managers. For example, local conmanders must obligate suffi-

cient funds to meet the floor (minimum spending amount) established in

the Operations and Maintenance (O0M) appropriations for maintenance of

real property at their respective commands.

While the Unrestricted Line Officer's implied challenge to master all

facets of seamanship or airmanship is a prime factor driving his pro-

fessional growth and the content of service schools, it should not be

13



the only factor. With the establishment of the Resource Management System

(RM) in the DON, financial responsibilities in the operations and mainte- i

nance area were made to parallel responsibilities for command. It is

therefore imperative that the line officer have a good grasp of the legal

aspects of public fund management.
I,

C. NAVY REGULATIONS

The next major delineation of financial responsibilities can be found ,

in Navy Regulations. The next three sections examine those regulations

as they pertain to the three levels of responsibility identified in the

introduction, Commanding Officer/Executive Officer, Department Head and

Division Officer.

1. Commanding Officer/Executive Officer

a. Basic Functions

As set forth in U.S. Navy Regulations, Conmmanding Officers

are charged with the absolute responsibility for the safety, well-being,

and efficiency of their commands, except when and to the extent they may

be relieved therefrom by competent authority. The executive officer

shall be primarily responsible, under the commanding officer, for the

organization, performance of duty, and good order and discipline of the 4

entire command.

b. Financial Functions

Commanding Officers are responsible for the efficiency

of their comrmand which includes the use of financial resources. Tmplied

in this responsibility is the requirement to check and compare budgeted

14



funds with actual costs and performance. In amplification of this

the executive officer is specifically tasked with:

1) Prosecuting a program of economy and conservation, and

promoting cost consciousness within the command.

2) Ensuring that adequate supplies and services are made

available to the executive's assistants within the allotment of maintenance

and operating funds.

Commanding officers may give subordinates a degree of financial

responsibility paralleling their other responsibilities by the administra-

tive procedure of issuing an Operating Target (OPTAR) which is usually a

c'umulative dollar figure above which the receiving officer may not spend.

The OPTAPS are not to be construed as legal subdivisions of funds;

therefore, the ultimate legal and accounting responsibility remains with

the commanding officer.

2. Department Head

a. Basic Function

Navy Regulations describe the department head as the represent-

ative of the conmmanding officer in all matters that pertain to the depart-

ment. Department heads will conform to the policies and comply with the

orders of the conmanding officer and be responsible for the effectiveness

of their departments.

b. Financial Functions

Individuals occupying this position are specifically tasked

by regulations with:
I
I

I I I I I I I I I II15 i I •



1) Controlling the expenditure of funds allotted, and operat-

ing the department within the limit of such funds. This limit could be set

through an OPTAR.

2) Ensuring economy in the use of public money and stores.

3) Formulating and submitting budgetary requirements for the

maintenance and operation of his/her department, and approving expenditures

from the funds allocated by the commanding officer.

3. Division Officer

a. Basic Functions

A division officer is an officer regularly assigned by the com-

manding officer to co~mnand a divis'.on of the unit's organization. They

are responsible, under the head of their departments, for the proper per-

formance of the duties assigned to their division and the conduct of their

subordinates, in accordance with regulations and the orders of the command-

ing officer and other superiors.

b. Financial Functions

Navy Regulations do not contain any specific financial respon-

sibilities for the division officer. However, commanding officers or

department heads may delegate some responsibility to these individuals as

previously noted. The most common appears to be the maintenance of a

basic OPTAR Log which is a running record of the funds obligated by the

division.

16



D. SURVEY RESULTS

Shade's research confirmed that the majority of commanding officers

surveyed allow department heads to participate in the formulation of the

ship's OPTAR budget, and particularly in the development of their own seg-

ments of the budget. However, many commanding officers have missed the

opportunity to use the budget formulation process as a leadership and

subordinate development tool because they have not integrated budget objec-
3

tives with each department head's overall management objectives. While

department heads participate to a large extent in the formulation of their

own budgets, and exercise control over the use of the OPTAR assigned to

their departments, most limit the amount of financial authority granted to
4

their division officers.

Shade's research also revealed that the budget execution process receives

considerably less attention aboard ship than does the budget formulation

process. Of those surveyed, few commanding officers conducted an organ-

ized review of budget execution at regular intervals, and most had not

established a reporting system which allowed them to assess whether or not

department heads were using funds in accordance with the priorities of the

budget. This lack of follow-up during the budget execution phase clearly

indicates that most commanding officers have not grasped the concept of

the total management system for their ship. 5  He concludes that the

'Robert J. Shade, "Shipboard OPTAR 1anagement: An Investigation of Line
Officer Budget Formulation and Execution Practices," unpublished master's
thesis at the Naval Postgraduate School, (June 1979), p. 101.

41bd
Ibid, p. 103.

5 lbid, p. 104.
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financial management decision points faced by a department head are roughly 2M

the sane as those faced by a commanding officer, and the alternatives for

each are similar.6

E. SUM•4RY AND WNCLUSIONS

While the provisions of public law apply to all three management levels,

the onus for ensuring compliance rests with the commanding officer. Likewise,

while regulations allow the commanding officer to delegate some financial re-

sponsibility to subordinates, the ultimate legal and accounting responsi-

bility remains with him.

The commanding officer, executive officer and department head are

specifically tasked in Navy Regulations with ensuring economy in the use

of public funds. Regulations allow commanding officers the option of

giving subordinates a degree of financial responsibility paralleling their

other responsibilities. Survey results tend to indicate that this respon-

sibility is not often passed down below the department head level in

shipboard environments. Likewise, Navy Regulations do not task division

officers with any financial management responsibilities.

The importance of these financial respoxisibilities is drive;L home when

one reconsiders the size of the funds handled; sixty-five million dollars

annually for a large Naval Air Station and over four hundred thousand dollars

for a typical destroyer. The question has become whether or not funds have

been invested in training programs to allow an officer to effectively carry

out the public trust ihilerent in carrying out their duties.

6 Ibid, p. 79.

18



III. CURRENT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES AND UTILIZATION

A. GENERAL

The next step required in developing this data is an examination of

current, formal training programs including major correspondence courses

and guidebooks. The following paragraphs examine the available training

programs, both career development and specific financial courses, which I

line officers may attend during the course of their careers. They are

organized according to the four training opportunity segments described I
in the Introduction. Two tables are provided at the end of this chapter

which summarize the findings from a different perspective. Table III-1

breaks out the normal Unrestricted Line Officer career development courses

as either Pre- or Postcommissioning and identifies those which contain

some aspect of financial management training. Table 111-2 displays other

training opportunities which are not part of the normal career development

path but are very germane to the acquisition of financial knowledge.

B. ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING

The following precommissioning training programs were examined:

1. Officer Candidate School (OCS) - No training on the management

of public funds. A distinction must be drawn between financial management

and basic supply functions. Candidates are taught about material requests

(NAVSUP Form 1250) and they receive some basic instruction in filling out

the requests. However, they are not taught Operating Target (OPTAR) Lo2

maintenance. In other words, although candidates know how to fill out a

19



request they have no idea of whether or not there is enough money to cover

the cost. This clearly does not meet even the most basic tenets of finan-

cial management.

2. Aviation Officer Candidate School (AOCS) - No financial training

is offered as part of the regular curriculum. Occasionally there is a

guest speaker from the Office of Legislative Affairs who gives a brief

overview of the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) to the

entire student body.

3. NROTC - No financial training is offered (Please note the method-

ology of research presented in Chapter I).

4. U.S. Naval Academy (USNA) - Offers a Bachelor of Science degree

with a major in Resources Management. Required courses include Accounting,

Financial Management and Material Management. Cost Accounting is offered

as an elective. Approximately 8% to 10% of each graduating class receives

a degree in this area. It is important to note that the aforementioned

courses are not available to students pursuing degrees in other

disciplines.

S. Officer Indoctrination for Limited Duty and Warrant Officers -

No financial training is regularly scheduled. They do attend the aperiodic

lecture given by a representative from the Office of Legislative Affairs

along with the AOCS students.

C. JUNIOR OFFICER TRAINING

1. Surface Warfare Officer School CSWOS) Basic - No financial train-

ing is offered.

20



2. Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) - Offers a curriculun leading to

a Master of Science degree in Management (Financial Management). Students

pursuing other management degree programs may take courses in financial

management depending upon their program requirements. Correspondence

courses are discussed later.

3. Leadership, Management Education and Training (LUT) No financial

management aspects are addressed.

4. SWOS Department Head - Includes four hours on basic OPTAR management.

S. Flight Training Programs - No financial training is offered.

6. Naval Submarine School (Basic) - Briefly addresses the purpose of

an OPTAR. Specifics and legal implications are not covered.

7. Naval Submarine School (Advanced) - Same as the Basic course.

8. Correspondence and extension courses

a. Available from NPS:

1) NN 21S0 Financial Accounting - An undergraduate level

course, 4 credit hours. Study of the basic postulates and principles of

accounting. Specific topics include the accounting cycle, asset valuation,

equities and capital structure, financial statements analysis, and elemen-

tary cost accounting.

2) IN 3161 Managerial Accounting - A graduate level course,

4 credit hours. Survey of cost accounting systems, including overhead

costing, job order and process cost systems, variable and absorption

costing, and standard costs. Ephasis is on application of accowiting

21



data to planning, control and decision making. Topics covered include

flexible budgets, variance analysis, cost-volume-profit analysis, and

incremental profit analysis. Capital budgeting is examined extensively.

b. Naval Education and Training Command (NAVE.DTRA) courses:

1) NAVEDRA I10984-B2, Appropriation and Cost Accounting -

Presents an overview of types of accounting procedures consistent with guide-

lines promulgated by the Comptroller of the Navy; provides for identifica-

tion of appropriation, cost, and property accounting procedures applicable -

to various financial transactions in the Navy.

2) NAVEDTRA 10976-C, Disbursing - Provides an introduction to

the functions and organization of disbursing offices and the regulations

and instructions which govern procurement, disbursement, and custody of

public funds and related accounting functions; civilian payrolls; prepara-

tion and payment of public vouchers; records, reports and returns; regional

consolidation procedures; and United States Savings Bonds programs.

3) NAVEDTRA 10732-D, Financial Management in the Navy -

Designed to assist the naval officer in carrying out responsibilities for

financial management. Discusses major legislation and regulations govern-

ing performance of the financial management functions. (This course is

out of date.)

9. Naval Comptroller (NAVWM1PT) sponsored courses: (Given at twelve

locations)

a. Introduction to Navy Accounting and Budgeting - Includes

shore activity accounting and budgeting, funding documents, ledgers,

22
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worksheets, postings, accounts receivable, accounts payable, reconciliation,

accounting controls, document validation, reimbursables, and reports.

b. Principles of Navy Budgeting - Includes NAVCXT[ forms, budget

calls, development of requirements, departmental feeders, reimbursables,

price estimation techniques, allocation procedures, and monitoring of

results.

c. Introduction to Navy Industrial Funds (NIF) - Includes cost !

accounting, NIF concept cycle, types of cost, billing cycle, financial

and operating statements, labor and material cost, and job control and

structure.

d. Introduction to Navy Audit and Internal Review - Includes

audit approach and concepts, financial controls, statistical sampling,

trouble shooting, economic analysis, system analysis techniques and

internal review.

10. Program Management - This six month course is taught at the Defense

Systems Management College. Its purpose is to prepare individuals to

assume the unique responsibilities of a Program Manager. The course

focuses on contracts, contractor financial management, cost management A

and program analysis. While not oriented toward a broad application of

acquired skills in finance, it is mentioned here for the sake of complete- j.
ness. j

D. MI1D-LEVEL TRAINING

1. Naval War College - There is no specific program available; however,

the concept of the PPBS is covered in most of the curriculums and electives

23



are offered in such areas as Financial Management in the Navy, Defense

Economics and Public Finance.

2. Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF) - Like the Naval

War College, there is no Master's Degree conferred in Financial Management.

Only elective courses are available. ICAF does not offer correspondence

courses.

3. Perspective Commanding Officer/Executive Officer (PCO/XO) (Afloat)

Course - Includes four hours on basic OPTAR management (Newport only).

4. NAVCCTPT sponsored courses:

a. Practical Comptrollership - Provides hands-on, minimum theory

with maximum application on all facets of comptrollership including;

accounting, budgeting, planning, internal review, and management evalua-

tions and performance. Although the literature indicates this course

was intended for mid-level personnel, junior officers also attend.

b. Professional NIF Managers - Provides a broad overview of NIF

including; establishment of funds, cycle of operations, billing cycle,

types of cost, fund control, and the use of NIF financial performance

reports.

S. Professional coilitary Comptroller Course, stxwell Air Force Base

Includes financial control systemp, U.S. economic system, environment of

the comptroller, the computer as a management tool, analytical manage-

ment tools and techniques, accounting theory and principles, and the

comptroller's role in the operaticn of management systems.
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6. Industry Financial Management Course, Defense Systems .anagement

College - Provides a working knowledge of private industry, contracts,

and required contractor reporting; places emphasis on acquaint-Lng the

individual with defense contracts through case studies. It is oriented

primarily toward procurement and is mentioned here for the sake of

completeness.

7. NAVcO1T Financi al Management Guidebook for Commanding Officers

Provides an introduction and foundation knowledge in financial management

responsibilities, concepts, and procedures.

E. SENIOR OFFICER TRAINING

1. Prospective Commanding Officer Shore Station Management Training

Program - One day of this three week course is devoted to an overview of

financial management in the Navy. Topics covered include an introduction

to financial management; legal aspects of funds management; the Naval Audit

Service; the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System; command level

budgeting; introduction to accounting systems; financial management train-

ing programs; and workshops for assessing accounting systems.

2. All the other opportunities for senior officers have already been

touched upon since the training programs were listed under the lowest

grade eligible to attend. For the sake of completeness it should be men-

tioned that there are other opportunities to matriculate in programs pro-

viding financial education in the civilian community at any grade. The

author was not able to obtain a firm figure; however, it is believed to

be a relative'.y small percentage in comparison with the total output of

all the other sources.
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F. SL.DMRY OF TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

The analysis approach of looking at aggregates of the training programs

proved to be quite suffizient in most cases since the majority of programs

provided either no financial training or were totally oriented toward that

objective. Fifty percent of the career development courses examined in-

cluded no financial management training whatsoever. Only the U.S. Naval

Academy and the Naval Postgraduate School offered a comprehensive curric-

ulum in financial management. It must be noted that these two institutions

graduate a very small nu-ber of financial managers each year in relation

to the total n,'n 1 er of positions involving such responsibility which must

be filled. Thus it appears that for the line officer to acquire any sig-

nificant degree of financial expertise he must attend specialized courses

in addition to the normal career development courses.

The aggregate look at the specialized training courses tends to indicate

that there is a sufficient diversity within the available courses to fill

the void in the normal career courses and meet the basic knowledge anod

skill factors necessary to carry out the responsibilities identified in

Chapter II. An evaluation of the currentness of these courses, however,

is beyond the scope of this thesis and should certainly be the subject of

future research.

Lastly, one bound handbook was found which touched upon all of

the responsibilities identified in Chapter II. Unfortunately, it is

specifically addressed to the commanding officer and does not provide

enough guidance and direction in the areas of budget preparation and

execution.
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G. UTILIZATION

These findings intuitively lead to a desire for some quantitative

measure of the true utilization of the financial courses and the guidebook.

Because the research functions of this thesis were time constrained, the

four NAVCDNPT courses open to junior officers were chosen as 3 sample to

examine. They are all short courses, one week in total duration, and

offered at twelve locations. NAVCOT did not have any specific figures

on the utilization of the four courses, but they estimate that nine hundred
7

individuals, military and civil service, attend each course each year.

Table 111-3 displays the results of a financial management question-

naire given to the attendees of the Practical Comptrollership Course, an-

other NAVCO\PT sponsored course, which is given periodically at the Naval

Postgraduate School in Nbnterey, California. This course is intended for

mid-level military and civilian personnel. The findings indicate that

65.3% of the respondents (76% of the military and 54% of the civilians)

had never taken an), other formal financial management course prior to

this one. Sixty percent of the military officers indicated they had been

in a financial management position for less than one year. On the other

hand, 79.2% of the civilians had been in such a position for five or

more years. Whil' not conclusive, the sample tends to indicate that

the actual utilization is low, particularly for civilian employees.

However, it must be pointed out that these four courses have only been

in existence for two years. Future surveys of this type may therefore

yield greater utilization factors.

7Phonecon with NAFC-53 on 3 March 1980.
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The remainder of the questionnaire focuses on the Financial Management

Guidebook for Commanding Officers. The increased importance of this type

of publication, as earlier concluded, makes further investigation into
i

its contents and availability warranted.

The idea behind the guidebook was to provide "an introduction and

foundation knowledge in financial management responsibilities, concepts,
8

and procedures." Toward this end, it appears to be an excellent attempt
8

to provide some insight for those individuals who did not have the benefit

of formal financial training. Almost ninety-four percent of those who

responded indicated a publication like the guidebook was useful. Unfor-

tunately, 73.5% had never seen the book before attending the Practical

Comptrollership course. Slightly more than sixty-seven percent felt that

the material presented in the guidebook should be incorporated in training

programs for all officers not just commanding officers. Almost 84%

believed that the publication was at the proper level, that is, neither too

technical nor too general. To put this response in the proper perspective,

it should be noted that the sample included not only individuals just be-

ginning to acquire financial knowledge, but also a large portion of civ-

ilians with over five years experience. Finally, 77.6% of the sample

believed the publication was of the proper length for a training guide.

Table 111-4 displays the results of a second and more generalized

questionnaire which was given to Naval Officers pursuing technical degrees

at the Naval Postgraduate School School (NPS). Technical students were

8 Financial Management Guidebook for Commanding Officers, (NAVSO

P-3582, 1977), p. i.
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chosen so that the survey results would better reflect the firancial know-

ledge of the average Naval Officer and not the financial knowledge which

management students had acquired as a result of being at NPS.

While 75% of the respondents had participated in the budgeting process

(most frequently at the division officer afloat level), 86.5% had received

no formal training to assist them in performing this task. Of the re-

maining 13.5% (seven individuals) who had some training, three acquired

their financial expertise as a result of civilian undergraduate degrees,

two had related degrees from the U.S. Naval Acaderay, one had taken a

NAVEDTRA correspondence course, and the last one had taken an elective

financial course while at NPS. 94.2% had never seen the Financial

Management Guidebook for Commanding Officers.

94.2% knew what an OPTAR was. This was not surprising since large

percentages of thc sample had participated in afloat budgeting. However,

significantly large numbers did not understand the flow of funds, the zd

various types of funds, the legal aspects of fund management, or the pur-

pose of internal review and auditing. All of the respondents were in-

terested in having a handbook which would explain the aforementioned

concepts. Many of the returned questionnaires had commnents v.ritten in

next to this question indicating they sure could have used such a public-

ation when they first had to handle funds or shifted from afloat to

ashore financial environments.

2
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UNRESTRICTED LINE OFFICER CAREER DEVELOPMST COURSES -M

Financial Training: I

YES NO -

Precommi ssioning:

Officer Candidate School X
Aviation Officer Candidate School X
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps X
U.S. Naval Academy X* A
Officer Indoctrination for Limited Duty

Officers and Warrant Officers X ý1

Postconmmissioning:

Surface Warfare Officer School (Basic) X
Surface Warfare Officer School (Department Head) X**
Naval Postgraduate School X
Leadership, Management Education and Training X
Flight Training Programs X
Naval Submarine School (Basic) X**
Naval Submarine School (Advanced) X**
Prospective Commanding Officer/Executive

Officer Course (Afloat) X**
Prospective Commanding Officer Shore Station

Manapement Training Program

Notes: *8%-10% of each graduating class
"**Four hours or less of basic OPTAR management only, not part

of the curriculum at every location.
***One day overview of financial management, accounting systems

and legal aspects.

Table III-1
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AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL MANA IMENT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

g 'Uo o I U

'4.4

Naval Postgraduate School Extension Courses:

NN 2150 Financial Accotuting X X X

,, 3161 Managerial Accounting X X X

Naval Education and Training Command Courses:

NAVEDTRA 10984-B2 Appropriation and Cost Accounting X X X
NAVEDRA 10976-C Disbursing X X X
NAVEDTRA 10732-D Financial Management in the Navy X X X

Naval Comptroller Sponsored Courses:

Introduction to Navy Accounting and Budgeting X
Principles of Navy Budgeting X
Introduction to Navy Industrial Funds (NIF) X
Introduction to Navy Audit and Internal Review X
Practical Comptrollership X X X
Professional NIF Managers X X

Naval Postgraduate School X X

Naval War College X X

Industrial College of the Armed Forces X X

Professional Military Comptroller Course X X

Program Management X X X

Industry Financial Management Course X X I
Table 111-2
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FINANCIAL IMANAGE&NT QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS I

Naval Civilian % of
Officer Personnel Total Total
(n=2S) (n=24) (n=49)

1. How many years have you occupied
a position which included finan-
cial management responsibilities?

Less than one is 2 17 34.7
Two 1 3 4 8.2
Three 3 0 3 6.0
Four 2 0 2 4.1
Five 0 2 2 4.1
Six or more 4 17 21 42.9

2. Have you ever seen the NAVCOMPT
publication Financial Management
Guidebook for Co-mm-ading Officers
before you attended the Practical
Comptrollership Course?

Yes 6 5 11 22.4
No 18 18 36 73.5
No answer 1 1 2 4.1

3. Have you ever taken any other
formal courses, including cor-
respondence courses, which
included financial management
training?

Yes 6 11 17 34.7
No 19 13 32 65.3

4. The Financial Management
Guidebook for Commanding
Officers was:

'Too long S 1 6 12.2
Tthe right length 17 21 38 77.6
Too short 1 2 3 6.1
No opinion 2 0 2 4.1

Table 111-3

.5A
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Na.al Civilian % of
Officer Personnel Total Total
(n=2S) (n-24) (n=4 9)

5. The Guidebook was:
Too technical 0 1 1 2.0
About right 20 21 41 83.7
Too general 3 2 5 10.2
No opinion 2 0 2 4.1

6. I believe a publication like
the Guidebook is:

Useful 23 23 46 93.9
Not useful 0 1 1 2.0
No opinion 2 0 2 4.1

7. The material presented in the
Guidebook should be incorporated
in training programs for:

All officers 14 19 33 67.3
NMid-level officers 7 S 12 24.5
Commanding Officers only 2 0 2 4.1
No opinion 2 0 2 4.1

3
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS II
Designator *

1)OX( 13XX 1460 1610 Total % of
(n=24) (n=13) (n-8) (n=7) (n=52) Total

1. How many years have you
occupied a position in the
Navy which included some
financial management re-
sponsibilities, such as
handling division or depart-
ment funds?

Less than one 1 9 1 1 12 23.1
Two 2 1 0 1 4 7.7
Three S 1 2 0 8 15.4
Four 3 0 1 2 6 11.5
Five 5 1 2 0 8 IS.4
Six or more 8 1 2 3 14 26.9

2. Have you ever participated
in the development of a
division, department orcommand budget?

Yes 21 4 8 6 39 75
No 3 9 0 1 13 25

What were the circtmstances?
AFLOAT

D-i-sion 18 3 7 3 31 79.S**
Department 16 3 6 1 26 66.7**
Command S 0 1 1 7 17.9**

ASHORE
DiVision 3 1 0 3 7 17.9**
Department S 3 2 4 14 35.9**
Command 2 2 1 2 7 17.9**

3. Have you attended any formal
courses or taken any corre-
spondence courses which
inclcied financial training?

Yes 3 1 1 2 7 13.S
No 21 12 7 S 4S 86.5

Table 111-4
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I1.XX 13XX 1460 1610 Total % of
(n-2 4 ) (n=13) (n=8) (n=7) (n-52) Total

4. Have you ever seen the NAVSO
publication Fnancial Manage-
ment Guidebo-ok fo nm-mand-

n Officers?
Yes 1 1 1 0 3 5.8
No 23 12 7 7 49 94.2

S. Do you feel you understand
the Planning, Programming,
and Budgeting System and how
funds flow to your ship or
command?

Yes 6 3 S 3 17 32.7
No 18 10 3 4 35 67.3

6. Do you understand the statu-
tory limitations which
govern all personnel who
handle public funds?

Yes 2 2 4 1 9 17.3
No 22 11 4 6 43 82.7

7a. Do you know what an OPTAR is?
Yes 21 13 8 7 49 94.2
No 3 0 0 0 3 5.8

b. Do you know what an EOB is?
Yes 7 1 7 2 17 32.7
No 17 12 1 S 35 67.3

8. Do you know the difference
between Industrial Funds,
Stock Funds and Appropr-iat.d
Funds?

Yes 4 2 4 0 10 19.2
No 20 11 4 7 42 80.8

9. Do you understand the purpose
of Internal Review and
Auditing in budget execution?

Yes 2 2 6 4 14 26.9
No 22 11 2 3 38 73.1

3S
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11XX 13)0( 1460 1610 Total % of
(n-24) (n=13) (n=8) (n-7) n=5-2) Total

10. Do you know what Reim-
bursable Orders are and
their effect on your
budget?

Yes 3 2 3 1 9 17.3
No 21 11 5 6 43 82.7

11. Would you be interested in
having a short, plain-
language handbook which
explains the concepts men-
tioned in the previous
questions and relates them
to the duties of division
officers, department heads
and commanding officers/
executive officers?

Yes 24 13 8 7 52 100
No 0 0 0 0 0 0

*1lXX - Line officer qualified in a warfare area such as surface or
submarine warfare.

13XX - Line officer qualified as a pilot or Naval Flight Officer.
1460 - Restricted line officer - limited to shipboard engineering duties.
1610 - Restricted line officer - limited to cryptologic duties.

"**Computed as a percentage of those who responded Yes to question 2.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND REC EZATIONS 1
A. CONCLUSIONS I

The following conclusions were reached as a result of the information

and analysis presented in the preceding chapters.

1. No precommissioning training program offers any significant degree 73

of public finance education to the prospective line officer aside from a

small percentage of graduates of the U.S. Naval Academy (this obviously -

does not include individuals who are or have pursued finance related

degrees in private colleges or universities).

2. Only a brief overview of basic OPTAR management is presented in

four of the eight post-comnissioning career development courses. In the

author's opinion, this is not sufficient training to acquire the necessary

financial expertise in light of the aggregate size of the funds handled

and the degree cf the public trust. Shade's research led him to the same
9

conclusion.

3. In general, the normal Lureer development courses (aside from the

NTS) are inadequate in preiaring the Unrestricted Line Officer for the

execution of his financial responsibilities.

4. There are a sufficient number and mixture of specific financial

management training courses available to supplement career development

courses. However, the utilization of these courses appears to be low.

9 Shade, p. 79-87.
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S. The XAVCOMIPT Financial Management Guidebook for Commanding Officers

is the only guidebook which addresses the full spectrum of financial

knowledge required by the line officer. In light of the lack of signifi-

cant financial mn,-agement training in the normal career development courses,

such a book assumes greater importance in educating the line officer.

Unfortunately, exposure to this guidebook has been very low.

6. The findings of this research also have impact upon segments of

the Restricted Line and Limited Duty Officer conmrnities as well. These

individuals occupy positions of financial responsibility and their oppor-

tumities for financial training are more nearly like those available to

the Unrestricted Line Officer than the Staff Corps Officer. For example,

sizeable portions of the Intelligence and Cryptologic Officer communities

have been accepted into their respective specialit*y areas after demon-

strating outstanding performance in the Unrestricted Line; their finan-

cial expertise (if any) being a function of earlier line opportunities.

Those who are commissioned with the designator go through the same pre-

commissioning training such as Officer Candidate School and are then

transferred to either a technical school or directly to their first duty

station. On the other hand, staff corps officers, e.g., Supply Officers,

have some financial training programmed into the front end of their

career pipeline.

7. A financial management guidebook was perceived as being useful

by both individuals attempting to acquire that knowledge for the first

time and individuals with several years experience in that area.
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8. Those surveyed felt that the material contained in the NAVC367r

Guidebook sbould be included in training programs for all officers.

Shade's survey findings also conclude that broad concepts such as the

sources of funds should be part of a line officer's knowledge even down

to a division officer level. 1 0  The author's survey results indicate

that this type of knowledge is in fact lacking.

B. REC ENMAT IONS

1. Increased emphasis should be placed on expanding the financial

management training portions of career development courses instead of

having the vast majority of such training placed in special courses

which the typical line officer may not havo the opportunity to attend.

2. All line officers should have a basic knowledge of the types

and sources of appropriated funds. Additional credence is given to

this recommendation by virtue of the fact it is also part of the Surface

Warfare Officer Personal Qualification Standards (PQS). But, it is not

taught in normal career development courses.

3. The legal aspects of public funds management should be incor-

porated into all training programs.

4. The financial training incorporated into the career development

courses should address budget formulation and execution procedures since

these areas appear to be less than adequately perfoimed in the fleet. 1 1

1 0 Ibid, p. 91.

lIbid, p. 93.
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S. The NAVMMPT Financial IManagement Guidebook for Commanding Officers

should be rewritten to include more practical information on budget for-

mulation and execution. At the same time, the overall perspective should

be expanded to make the book equally useful for the newly-commissioned

division officei as well as the commanding officer.

6. A guidebook, like one described in the preceding recommendation,

should be utilized in formal training programs and then given to the

officer to serve as a quick reference publication in the future.

C. REVISION OF THE GUIDEBOOK

.Appendix A to this thesis is an attempt at rewriting the MAVWOIPT

Guidebook to meet the recommended criteria while still retaining the

good points as noted in the questionnaire results, i.e., keeping it

approximately the same length and presenting only a minimum, of technical

level information. In addition to the NAVCONiPT Guidebook, instructional

materials from the Practical Comptrollership course were the main refer-

ences used in developing the revision. The course provides minimum

theory with maximun application in such areas as accounting, budgeting,

planning, internal review and management evaluation and performnnce.

This material is therefore ideally suited to the development of a

practical handbook.
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APPLNDIX AI
FINANCIAL MANAGEENT GUIDEBOOK FOR LINE IMAGERS

PREFACE

This publication is a sample training guide and reference publication
to assist line officers in acquiring a basic foundation of knowledgeI

which will help them in understanding the responsibilities, concepts,

procedures, and terminology of financial management in the Department I
of the Navy. Financial management responsibility parallels command

responsibility. It is as integral a part of the line officer's many I
duties as is an operational decision. Moreover, the financial

aspects often drive the feasibility of many of those decisions that

are made. This is no small task either. A large Naval Air Station

manages approximately sixty-five million dollars in resources annually,

a cruiser slightly more than one million and a destroyer or oiler about

four hundred thousand.

It is intended that tihis publication provide the basic knowledge in

financial management necessary to understand the sources and uses of the

public funds which are entrusted to the line officer for his management

and the inherent legal responsibilities. Special emphasis is given to

the formulation and execution of conmmand budgets, two of the most

important but usually the least understood or least successfully accom-

plished aspects of financial management. And, finally, there is a

glossary to assist the line officer in comprehending the myriad of f

technical terminology.
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CHAPTER I

DEFENSE BUDGETTNG AND THE SOURCES OF FUNDS

INTRODUCTION

The funds approved for use by the Department of the Navy (DON) during

any fiscal year are the end results of a long chain of sequential, com-

plex and integrated events. The process by which resource requirements

are determined, documented and costed in the Department of Defense is

hiown as the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS).

In fiscal year 1979, Congress requested the DON to submit a Zero

Based Budget (ZBB) in addition to the normal budget submission which is

a result of the PPBS cycle (both of these budgeting systems are described

later). ZBB has now taken hold in the Department of Defense (DOD) and,

at the direction of the Secretary of Defense, is designed to complement

not replace PPBS.

Through these processes, requirements for the manpower, money and

materials needed to carry out various programs within the DOD are identi-

fied. These requirements are incorporated into a Five Year Defense

Program (FYDP) which is reviewed by top level officials in the services,

the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. These require-

ments eventually become part of the President's Budget which is submitted

to the Congress for its review and approval. Congress analyzes this

request and passes an Authorization which approves and sets a ceiling

for quantities and/or amounts in each program such as the total active
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personnel strength for each military component. It is very important to

note that this Authorization may be different from the requested figures. j
The Congress then approves its version of the budget in the form of

an Appropriation Bill which, after being signed by the President, becomes

law (an Appropriation Act) and makes a prescribed amount of funds avail-

able from the treasury to support the programs identified in the

Authorizations. The amount of funds available at the activity level

are thus heavily influenced by the budget process, the actions of the A

President, the Congress and others.

PLANNING, PROGRAD4ING AND BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS)

Planning and programming in the DON is an integral part of the PPBS

in the DOD. Almost every headquarters, directorate, office, branch, or 1 2

section influences or is influenced by this system of planning for

National Defense. PPBS is a comprehensive system which provides the

basis for standardized planning and programming for all the armed

services. This section highlights some of the more important milestones

in the process.

As the name implies, PPBS can be considered to consist of three

separate &nd distinct phases:

a. A planning phase wherein the global threat is assessed and a

strategy to meet that threat is defined. This includes an estimation

of the force strength and weapon systems required to carry out the

strategy.
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b. A programming phase which translates the strategic plan's objec-

tives into specific resource requirements for personnel, material, and

financing.

c. A budgeting phase which expresses the programs in annual funding

requirements.

The three phases are closely interrelated and the calendar year events

of planning and programming are timed to conform to the more rigid annual I
Icycle of budgeting. Moreover, there is an overlap of the processes from

one fiscal year to the next. This will become more apparent in examining I
the cycle.

Visualized in the broadest sense, the PPBS spans the following

processes:

a. Collection of intelligence.

b. Appraisal of the threat.

c. Development of strategy to meet the threat based on national policy.

d. Determination of force levels to support the strategy.

e. Progranmning of weapon systems (modifications as well as new

systems), manpower and support over a period of time to attain force

levels within specified fiscal constraints.

f. Budgeting of annual funds to procure the resources to carry out

the programs.

PPBS CYCLE AND NIAJOR DOCL•NTS

In the context of the PPBS annual cycle (see Figure I-1) planning is

initiated with the submission of the Joint Strategic Planning Document
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(JSPD) by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and ends with the Secretary

of Defense's issuance of the Consolidated Guidance (CG) which is the

document providing guidance for preparation of the Program Objectives

Memorandum. The JSPD provides the advice of the JCS to the President,

the National Security Council. and the Secretary of Defense on the mili-

tary strategy and force structure required to attain the national secur-

ity objectives of the United States.

The programming phase commences with the promulgation of the CG.

This document provides the guidelines that must be observed by the JCS,

the military departments and defense agencies in the formulation of

force structures and Five Year Defense Programs, and by the Secretary

of Defense's staff in reviewing proposed programs, particularly with

respect to fiscal constraints. This guidance is based upon the JSPD,

as amended to reflect decisions made by the President or the Secretary

of Defense. The purpose of the fiscal guidance is to specify the

allocation of the resources available to the IDD. The fiscal guidance

identifies the total obligation authority and/or outlay by fiscal year

for each military department and defense agency.

The Department of the Navy Program Objectives ,Larrorandum (PaOL

is the Secretary of the Navy's annual recommendation to the Secretary

of Defense for the detailed application of DON resources. The POM

is developed within the constraints imposed by the CG to satisfy all

assigned functions and responsibilities during the period of the Five

Year Defense Program. The POM is also the primary means of requesting

revision to the Secretary of Defense's approved programs as published in the FYEP.
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About thirty days after the services publish their POMs, the JCS

issue the Joint Program Assessment Memorandum (JPAMo. The JPAM gives

the views of the Joint Chiefs on the adequacy of the composite force

and resource levels presented in the service PGts. The Secretary of

Defense considers the Joint Chiefs' analyses when deciding program

issues during the summer issue cycle preceding final approval of the

service PONs and the drafting of Program Decision enmoranda (PWv).

The PM1l and subsequent Amended Program Decision Memoranda (API) are

used to resolve any conflict between the CG and the service POM. The

APIT-! marks the end of the programming phase.

In the budgeting phase, budget estimates are submitted to the

Secretary of Defense for analysis. This analysis includes looking at

the estimates through the perspective of ZBB which is discussed in the

next section. A Defense Resources Board considers the results of the

analysis and makes recoimmendations to the Secretary on what the final

budget estimate should look like. After approval it is submitted to

the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for incorporation into the

President' s Budget.

ZERB-BASE BUDGETING (ZBB)

ZBB had its origins in the industrial sector. In the DOD it is a

systematic process in which management undertakes careful examination

of the basis for allocating resources in conjunction with formulation

of budget requests and program planning. One can see where this concept
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fits into the PPBS cycle from the definition. It can be applied at any

level of command from the field activity to the office of the Secretary

of Defense.

To help explain the basic premise of ZBB it is helpful to first look

at a more traditional form of budgeting - incremental budgeting. This

approach focuses on the previous budget for a program (such as military

personnel) and asks the question of how much more or how much less is

needed to rmn the program next year. In other words, an examination is

made of the justification for increasing or decreasing existing programs

or adding a new one. The pure approach to ZBB dictates that or, t-u~ d

examine the program from the base up. The question now becomes why

have this program at all? Each program would compete for resources with

each budget cycle; no portion of the base budget is left unexamined. In =

reality ZBB in DOD does not examine every program from ground zero. It

does, however, force the competing programs tQ be ranked in a priority

order. It also necessitates considering various funding levels for each

program or decision unit. ZBB is another management tool which is used

to assist decision makers in choosing between competing programs. In

this way, it complements the PPBS. An excellent article on ZBB which

elaborates on this basic introduction is provided in Annex A to this

Guidebook.

APPROPRIATIONS

The Appropriation Act makes funds from the Treasury available for use.

An appropriation constitutes the authority to permit the government to
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incur liabilities (i.e., make obligations) and to make payments (i.e.,

expenditures) out of the Treasury for specified purposes. Appropriations

permit an agency to hire personnel, purchase supplies and equipment,

award contracts, and incur other obligations. Department of the Navy

appropriations may be classified into three types: one-year, or annual

appropriations; multiple, or more than one-year appropriations; and

no-year, or continuing appropriations.

An annual or one-year appropriation is available for incurring obli-

gations only during the fiscal year specified in the Appropriations Act.

If funds from an annual appropriation are not obligated in the year of

availability, they automatically revert to the grantor of the funds at

the end of the fiscal year.

M•vltiple-year appropriations are available for incurring obligations

for a definite period in excess of one fiscal year. The Navy and Marine

Corps receive multiple-year appropriations for procurement and for

research, development, test and evaluation.

A continuing or no-year appropriation is one which is available for

incurring obligations for an indefinite period of time. For example,

the Department of the Navy annually receives continuing appropriations

for military construction. Also included in this classification of

continuing or no-year funds are revolving funds, which are further

explained in the chapter on Industrial and Stock Funds.

The appropriations not only specify the amounts but also the purposes

for which funds may be used. It is illegal to spend funds from one
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appropriation to accomplish a purpose for which that appropriation is not

available. In other words, the Navy cannot take funds that have been

authorized and appropriated for buying aircraft and use them for ship

construction without prior approval from the Congress.

THE APPROPRIATION CATEGORIES

The Navy appropriation structure is based upon major programs or A

broad areas of effort. The nature and number of appropriation categories

are not static. They are often changed in the continuing effort to A

improve financial management. Several broad categories remain relatively

constant, however, and encompass most of the Navy activities requiring iI
funding. These appropriation categories are briefly described below.

NULITARY PERSONNEL, NAVY (IN) - These appropriations provide for

the pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence and permanent change of

station moves for active duty Navy.

RESERV PERSONNEL, NAWY (RPN) - These appropriations provide for the

pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, per diem travel and other related

costs for reserve personnel of the Navy. These annual appropriations

are centrally administered along with MPN.

OPERATICNS AND M•INTENNCE NAVY (OtIN) - These are the bread-and-

butter annual appropriations for most Navy activities. They provide

funds to finance the costs of the day-to-day operations and maintenance

of the Navy. The funds pay for salaries and fringe benefits of civilians,

contracts for maintenance of equipment and facilities, fuel, supplies,

and repair parts for weapons and equipment. For most activities, the

O*M appropriation provides funds in support of an Operating Budget
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which is the master financial planning and control document for accom-

plishing a mission. An Operating Budget contains estimates of workload,

manpower and dollars and also a dollar estimate of the reimbursable

workload or the work and/or services a command may perform for others.

OPERATINS AND ,AJNTENANCE, NAVY RESERVE (OMV1R) - These are also

annual appropriations which provide for the day-to-day support of Navy

Reserve activities, ships and aircraft. The type of support is similar

to that of the regular establishment under the O&M4 appropriation.

PROCURE&NT APPROPRIATIONS - The following comprise the procurement

appropriations of the DON:

a. Aircraft Procurement, Navy (APNI)

b. Weapons Procurement, Navy CWPN)

c. Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy (SC'I)

d. Other Procurement, Navy (OPN)

RESF-.ERLQ, DaMLOPEN'T, TEST AND EVALUATION, NAVY (RDTrE) - This

appropriation finances the cost of the scientific research, development,

test and evaluation of new and improved weapons systems and related

equipment for both the Navy and Marine Corps. The work is performed

at Navy R&D laboratories and under contract by industrial firms, uni-

versities, and non-profit organizations.

STOCK FUNDS AND INIYJSTRIAL FUNDS - There are two additional cate-

gories of funds which are equally as important as the appropriations

identified above. These are Nav-i Stock Funds and Industrial Funds.

A separate chapter provides a brief familiarization with the operation

of these funds.
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Having looked at some of the largest appropriations, the question

arises as to how these funds flow downward from the Congress to the Naval

Commands and activities, Figure 1-2 provides a very simplified version

of how the process works. After Congress passes the Appropriation Bill,

it is signed by the President and becomes an Appropriation Act. This

Act is then assigned a Public Law .Number. Any limitations contained in

the Act now become statu.tory limitations. The ramifications of these

limitations are discussed in the chapter on the Legal Aspects of Fund

Management. The Treasury then issues an Appropriation Warrant to the

Office of Management and Budget (OB) which apportions the funds through

the Secretary of Defense to the Navy as well as the other services and

defense agencies. Annual appropriations are funded on a quarterly basis

(a specific amount of funds for each three month period) and multi-year

appropriations are funded on a yearly basis. The idea behind this method

is to keep administrative controls on the rate at which the funds may be

used so that it will not be necessary to request additional or supple-

mental funds from Congress because of poor management. All Navy funds

except RDTME flow through the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations

(CNO) which acts as the Responsible Office for these appropriations.

RDT&E funds flow through the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for

Research, Engineerimg and Systems (ASN(R,E&S)). The (YO's Comptroller

administers the funds (i.e., budgets, accounts and reports on the f'umds).

The Comptroller reallocates O&MN funds to major claimants suck as thc
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Figure 1-2 The Flow of Funds
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Cofamnder in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet who in turn issues Operating

Budgets to subordinate activities. Procurement and military construction

appropriations are reallocated to the Chief of Naval Material (04-0O for 2
further reallocation to the systems commands. The Military Personnel,

Navy appropriation is administered by CNO.

The allocations of funds described above are usually divided into -

suballocations and are subsequently issued as operating budgets, allot-

ments, suballotments or operating targets as they proceed down the chain

of command to make the funds available for commitment, obligation and

expenditure.

Since these three terms are essential to understanding financial

management, it would be helpful to define •hem in more detail.

a. A cormitment is a firm administrative reservation of funds, based

on firm procurement directives, orders, requisitions, authorizations to

issue travel oiders, or requests which authorize the recipient tc create

ol'ligations without further recourse to the offizial responsible for

certifying the availability of funds. The act of entering into a commit-

ment is usually the first step in the process of spending available

funds. The effect of entering into a commitment and the recording of

that coimitment on the official accounting records is to resenre funds

for future obligations. A commirtment is subject to cancellation by

the approving authority provided it has not been obligated. Commitments

are not required under O&I?. appropriations.
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b. An obligation i-epresents the amoun.t of an order placed, contract

A
awarded, service rendered, or other transactions which legally encumbers •.

a specified amount of an appropriation or fund for expenditure.

c. Expenditures (disbursements) result in actual payments from

available funds. They are evidenced by vouchers, claims, or other docu-

ments approved by competent authority.

ALLOTh07 TS!SURALOTMENTS

All initial fund authorizations under appropriations other than the

Ot and RfiTfE appropriations are in the form of Allotments. The granting

of an allotment reduces the available balance of the appropriation but

does not constitute a commitment or an obligation. The holder of an

allotment may create comnmitments, obligations, and expenditures against

the appropriation within the scope of the allotment.

The holder of an allotment may issue suballotmentii irder appropriate

circumstances. The granting of a suballotment reduces the available

balance of the allotment but does not constitute a commitment or an

obligation. The holder of a suballotment may create commitments, obliga-

tions and expenditures against appropriations within the scope of the

3uballotment.
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-iAPTER II i

REIMBURSABLE ORDERS

INTRODUCrlCN

A separate chapter of this guidebook has been prepared on the subj ect

of reimbursements for several reasons: ,

A
].. Reimbursables are a source of funding and may increase the

amounts for obligation in a resource authorization.
4

2. Violations of 3679 R.S. may occur if an activity bills another

activity for work or services in excess of the amount of the reimbursable

order. Violations are discussed in chapter IV.

REINBURSABLE ORDERS

Reimbursable orders represent work or services requested by another

Naval activity, government agency, or private party. A reimbursement

results in a credit being applied to an appropriation. Services may be

performed on a fixed price, fixed rate, or actual cost basis. The accep-

tance of a reimbursable order by a performing activity increases the

obligation authority available to the performing activity. Two of the

most commonly used forms for rendering or obtaining reimbursable work are

shown in Figures II-1 and -2. They are the Work Request and the Project

Order.

WORK R•QUESTS

A Work Request is an order, authorized by the Economy Act, for

materials, supplies, equipment, work or services of any kind that may
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WORK REQUESTANINOPAWINY NO.

ACCOUNTING DATA TO BE CHARGED

AN 1111 #ECT CL.AS CNTAOL NO. t QPGACTIVI TAA YEACCT'O ACTIVYITY CS CI

AA 1771804.24"19 000 00024 E 06S872 2D 1000000 10033010000NlQ
Jo A -- 9-f OPEIONOAT110O PlIRICO WYORK TYPEOF REQUEST TYPE OF ORDER

W3CONT:NUING (MCUO aMEN

O: Cowiander OSPICIFIC OFIXIO-eRICET: Marc Island Naval Shipyard
Vallejo, CA 94592 CN~"U

00221

NAME OF CONTACr FOR ADOiTIVNAL iNFOFMATiON coca TELEPHONG NO. I~time-tat A.1tovof. FTS of C, C~..c,.

XAVSEA IJ. J. Jones 0733 x21 263
WORK TO BE PERFORMED IN ACCOROAINCE WITH ABOVE INPr.¶ATION

BCC-RP

Funds are provided for Operation of Utilities.
for the First Quarter of Fiscal Year 1977.

Au.th~orized This -Amendmient $16,000 .00

Tentative Annual Planning Figure: $30,000.00

Forward acceptance (on or subsequent to first day of quarter involved) to
\MNOA.123, W;ashington, DC. Information copies to N.ASEA 0183 and NAVS3EA 0733.

In accordance with XAV00MPT Manual Para. 032501, amendments for the purpose of
recouping the wiused balance of a reimbursable order will not be issued.

Copy t*

SE/ 0733
0183 (3)

r;4c/ -12 3

REQUESTING OFFC ltilE 3gnatumaid andh ACCEFi TINO OFFICC Isgrisir.oAd n4fle)a

FPROW

.4SENDER'S MAILING ADDRESS

CriaerAddtetsreply ss~own at e, o el hcie-r Commander anIP. return'~ in kndow evviop1isle~
ADDRESS: Naval Sea Systems Command (SEý 0733) 11-/11 % -il) fno lsidA

Department of the Navy
L Washington, DC 20362 1CAIFATO

Figure II-1 Work Request
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IN0002477P=193 BASIC

L .1LIW 
6o L *kW.?5 A

~ 0P11. 1 Oct 1976 31 Dee97 $60,800.00
1. AcmrWeU DATA To" CIDAOkt

Al"OFSA1'O*SVUL =JK[ lIV4AV YAZ=ThI hAuL MVg14TArvACCJ
AA tv ".L I AO. vIIVI COT Cot oo O !

AA1771804.2476 000 1 00024K 065872 2D 000000 )0740200OFFQ $60,800.00

r - 60258 60258

Long Beach Naval. Siipyaxd 4AF nlUO

L IDM Beach, CA 90802

1. Funds and autkrx a are hereby provided to resbre the fol.loing ite m f. a
the USS Te (C--30), VAW % Ml-R-24358 (SHIPS) of 1 Noveber 1968, arn
re.r to C-30 in ITI codrvitirn.

N( MIR NSf CM Ca LEZM4 DAC AKX4~l
PU-491./C-3-3T4/,SQ-20 (m 2F6125-00-9-08862 r 31 t 1976 $2r79W'00 ;,
S3-1881/USO-20(V) N= 1 31 Deioar 1976 40,000.00

2. Each work item mist be oMpleted bt' the 1letion date speifie herein. If the
recuired ca.letion date canrat be met, ' 04"1 is to be notified by rrssaq b
with'.n five day o •tat dote•r.At.1.on statring eason for May comlet-ion
that can bI ret.

3. Funds granted are based on bt estimates availablei all experiitures and any
change in the estinate of final repair costs are to be reflected on the Repair
Program Report (Form NAVSEA 4440/1).

In accordance with tAVWtM. Mamal Para 032501, aments for the purpose of recouping
the umise1 balance of a rebirbrsable order will not be isse
Copy to: 0413 (2) 04312

- 0183 (3) 04412 SA 1230

11. TMB. a p1Ted i w "th UW p...Wo 4 USC 12. Drpmuent o4 Wtug 7220.1 a 4 &&dW*VCOMP4MMi4Vain.,
,*• )p. Pho C WI bw p"amd 04i Mimri Wo Wo p0o - .tl to O4w W ""a 0 domwm to ama y.wp.o.--ea w." or n.nU aAMlA

abo. ..Id QAFtte "pnI. dM " V1 Ph f.d 0,4w Pifdt1 Lbe aWAft kks wd dto blin mCnoWui Tehij. %@. bin dwsWV1d ad WA to.111.dd"m
igure ttI- Project W" by Ue Ord" APo

58.'ip 1k - .t-

A. . .SKM , M1E, nmmm NAIV I - MC si

AM:Fl-tmrander, 
uM y ,Ih.1h W A

N~AU~?aval Sea System Camwd p d..% .r&. .A All* 3t

Departrct of the Navy
LWanhinqton, DC 20362 A '"'"

Figure 11-2 Proj ect Order
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be obtained from Naval components which may provide the goods or services,

or obtain such by contract. The Work Request has a definite lifetime.

It remains available for obligation purposes as long as the funding

appropriation has not expired or otherwise been restricted by higher

authority. For example, a Work Request citing an annual appropriation,

such as O&M, expires for obligational purposes on 30 September, annually.

If the goods or services described in a Work Request have not been pro-

vided by 30 September, a new Work Request must be issued citing new 0&M

funds. Work Requests must not be issued for any purpose for which a

Project Order is required.

PROJECT ORDERS

When the work or service encompassed by the order is specific and

definite, then a Project Order is used (NAVCO.NPT Form 2053). (See Fig.

11-2) Such orders are analagous to contracts placed with commercial

contractors and have the same obligation status as a contract. Unlike

the Work Request, funds cited in the Project Order are available for

obligation until the work specified therein is completed and a final

billing is rendered. However, caution must be exercised in the issuance

of these orders to insure that they, in fact, meet the criteria esta-

blished for project orders.

COST AND BILLING

The costs incurred for labor, material, and overhead at the perform-

ing activity may be charged directly to the customer's individual job
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order. The job order number is established by the performing activity

for the customer for each reimbursable order received and accepted by

the performing activity. The costs are initially charged to the performer's

funds. Subsequently, these charges are billed to the customer's funds

thereby reimbursing the activity's operating account.

FUNDED REI.BRSEN-rS

There are two types of reimbursements: "funded" and "unfunded." The

funded reimbursement is one in which the performing activity pays the cost

of goods or services from its resource authorization or operating account.

After the work has been completed, the performing activity is reimbursed

by billing the requester. Requests for continuing services such as

janitorial, snow removal, educational or utility services among Naval

activities are ordered on a Work Request (NAVCOMPT Form 140). (See

Fig. II-I)

UNFUNDED REINSURSDENTS/"FREE ASSETS"

When an activity sells material or equipment requested from a stores

account as a "cash sale," the reimbursement is not credited at the activity

level; the reimbursement is processed as an unfunded transaction, i.e.,

the reimbursement is credited at the appropriation level for reprogram-

ming or reapplication by higher authority. This material or equipment

is known as a "free asset." It is so designated because the material

or equipment which is sold will not be replaced by the selling activity..

Unfunded reimbursements result when goods (stock issues) or services are
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provided without a specific order. Reimbursements for user charges

(firing range usage) and surcharges (comnissary surcharges) are examples.
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Q{APTER II I

ACTIVITY LEVEL BUDGETING

WHAT IS A BUDGET?

A budget for any organizational entity is a financial plan of action.

In its broadest sense, budgeting is a systematic technique for overall I
financial planning. -.

The DON budget is a combination of administrative and legislative -.

processes. The task of developing the budget of the U.S. Government has

been delegated to the Executive Branch; the function of review and approval -.

rests in the hands of the Legislative Branch. Thus, when an activity pre-

pares its budget it will be forwarded to its management comnand and combined

with other budgets. In the final analysis, an activity's budget becomes

a part of the Department of Defense Budget, and ultimately it becomes a

part of the President's Budget presented to the Congress for review,

modification, and approval.

An operating budget is designed to provide a plan against which per-

formance can be measured, variances analyzed, and adjustments made to

permit effective management of resources at all echelons. Although the

budget is an annual plan, it must contribute to the attainment of future

objectives and missions. It is not an entity unto itself; it has roots

in the past and must bear a direct relationship to the future.

The development of an operating budget is a process of determining

valid requirements at the lowest echelon (normally a cost center), and

stniarizing these requirements with those of other cost cer ters for the
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total activity. In developing a budget, the cost center manager utilizes

those specific guidelines provided by the commanding officer.

BIf~E GUIDAMMr

Substantive guidance concerning overall budget amounts and particular

programs is developed at all levels and issued to subordinate echelons.

Guidance is issued by the President based on a number of factors including

various monetary and fiscal policy considerations as well as assessment of

the international situation. Guidance from higher levels is translated

into more specific guidelines at the lower levels. Budget formulation at

operating activities is based on program planning and policy guidance

received via command channels from the cognizant departmental organization.

It may be supplemented at intermediate levels of command, and translated

into specific requirements for the particular activity. The guidance also

must reflect the management policies of the commanding officer, who is

responsible for the assigrment of local budget responsibilities and has

the final responsibility for the completed estimate.

ACTIVITY LEVEL BUDGET PREPARATION

The commanding officer normally issues a yearly "budget call"

requesting cost center managers to develop their operating budget esti-

mates and provide supporting justification and data. (At small activities,

the comptroller or budget officer may prepare the entire estimate with

assistance from operating personnel.) In the budget call, the CO com-

municates policy decisions, assumptions, and instructions based on
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'vi
guidance received through coninand channels, together with a projection

of local program and workload objectives. Also included is information !

about specific budget procedures; actions required of each cost center;

the schedule for these actions; and the approved flow of budget data from

point of origin to review levels. I
Basically an operating budget is constructed in four steps:

1. Translating the planned workload for each cost center into

budget/accounting classifications, such as civilian and military labor

hours, material requirements, work or services to be performed by others,

etc.

2. Applying realistic dollar values to each of the above within

the guidelines established by the Naval Comptroller as amplified by

other superior commands.

3. Summarizing the dollar estimates for each cost center, thus

providing the planned operating budget for internal use.

4. Preparing the final budget for the total activity and submission

to higher authority.

One must realize that a command may not receive 100% of the funds

which are requested in the budget. From previous readings in the Guide-

book it should be apparent that the final budget approved by Congress is

the result of many fiscal tradeoffs as well as political considerations.

The budget submission reflects the command's needs and should be stated

as accurately as possible and contain firm justification in order to have

the best chance of competing for the limited funds available. The next

two sections offer some approaches to local budget preparation.
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BUDGE'I CALL

The "Budget Call," a request to submit a command's budget to the

next superior echelon, usually starts the local preparation process.

However, since the time between receipt of the budget call and the due

date is so short - maybe three to five weeks - it is wise for the activ-

ity's comptroller to issue an internal budget call prior to receipt of

the external request. Although specific guidance which accompanies

the budget call from higher authority will be lacking at that time, the

cost center managers (usually department heads) will require lead time

if a thorough budget preparation is expected. Budgeting should be a

continuous process, not just a once a year process in response to the

budget call.

Depending on how the activity is organized, the size of the activity,

and the commanding officer's policy, the cost center manager can be in-

structed to submit the cost center budget following one of the methods

listed below or some other formtiat which is better suited to the activity.

1. Assign the cost centers a control number or ceiling above which

they cannot budget. Since the conmmand may not have received its overall

control numbers as yet, the comptroller or budget officer will have to

rely on past budgets or informal infornation from outside contacts to

estimate these numbers. Anything over the control number would become

an urfunded requirement for the cost center and would be submitted with

full justification. These could then be easily revised when the actual

budget call and control numbers are received.
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Ii
2. Do not assign any planning figures. Let each cost center i

manager submit a budget based on the programs and level of activity

considered necessary to carry out assigned tasks and mission. This

approach would be compatible with a Zero-Base Budget review. Each 1-

need for funds would be ranked in priority order and a cumulative com- ]
parison with the control numbers would determine which items were to be

listed as funded on the external budget submission. Annex A contains

a more detailed description of this process. I
3. Require only an exception report which will include just in-

3. Reur nya.ecpinrprtwihwl ncuejs n

creases or decreases from an established base. The base can be last

year's budget, last year's budget plus or minus some percentage, or

control numbers approximating what the actual numbers are expected to

be. The cost center manager would only have to submit a negative report

if there were no changes from the base, and in case of changes would

only have to report and justify the differences.

UNTUNDED REQUIMREMhS

Those programs and functions which cannot be performed within the

constraints of the control numbers become "unfunded requirements" and

are generally submitted with the operating budget. Careful preparation

of unfunded requirements is one of, if not, the most important part of

budget preparation. Each item on the list should have full justifica-

tion i.e., an economic analysis if applicable including the impact which

not perforiOng the function will have on the ability of the command to carry2

out its mission. The list must be prioritized by importance and fully priced.
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As a practical matter, the list should be limited to only the most

important items, but inclusive enough to allow several options to the

commanding officer and those who will review the list external to the

command. How well the list of unfunded requirements is prepared may

determine which station gets the percentage of funds that might be

allocated later in the year. Cost center managers should be similarly

motivated to prepare a good list for their internal submission. It is

critical that the list be maintained with current priorities and prices,

and not put together just once a year at budget time. This allows for

contingency planning and help negates "fire drills" as additional funds

become available.

BUDGET AND FUNDS JUSTIFICATION

Because programs are as varied as they are numerous, there is no

single form in which a proposal for funding can be described and justified.

For example, the facts required to support a need for funds to cover "pre-

servation of material in store" are quite different from the facts re-

quired to support funds for "Polaris ,Missiles" or for "ship overhauis."

The justification process tries to find the facts that will be most

useful in describing and supporting these varied requirements. Many

of these facts are available from planning and comptroller personnel

within an activity. Requirements as stated in Operating Plans or

instructions are other sources. Economic analysis also can be used

as justification.
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The justification process requires written and possibly oral and

g'v.phic material to support requests for funds. Such support is given

at each level of review. The CO may be required to justify the request,

both orally and through "back-up" material, to the superior in the j
funding chain. A brief on different segments of the budget, emphasizing

those areas -,here questions at higher levels are anticipated, or where

trolicy decisions are required may a13o be made.

Again, it must be realized that a command may not receive 100% of

its request. It is therefore prudent to determine what programs would

be first to go unfunded if the budget were reduced by S% or 10%. On

the cther hand, if additional funds should become available, a priori-

tized list of programs such as the unfunded requirements list should be

ready for implementation.

THE CO'S RMEVIEW

Cost center estimates are usually forwarded first to the activity

comptroller or budget officer for analysis and review. He or she then

presents these estimates to the commanding officer and offers such recom-

mendations as considered necessary. The CO may approve, disapprove or

modify a cost ce;.ter budget request or unfunded requirement based on

his/her own evaluation of the program, workload, and priorities. If

disapproved or modified, the affected departments must make the neces-

sary adjustments ard resubmit the estimates.

Fcllowing the 00's final approval, the comptroller's staff or budget

officer summarizes the total operating budget in the required budget/
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accounting classifications. The su.,nission to the next level of command

should reflect the alignment of command priorities and should contain

additional data required, such as schedules of personnel positions and

compensations, statements justifying the planned workload and justifica-

tion for any increase over current funding levels as previously discussed.

FUND AUTMORI ZATIONS

After a budget submission has been approved by the chain of command,

funding is obtained through two media, i.e., an operating budget or

reimbursable orders. These provide obligation/expense authority for

accomplishment of missions and for budget execution. They contain

essential information regarding availability of funds and identify

those legal restrictions on the use of these funds. Funding authoriza-

tions for operation of activities are identified as follows:

Operating Budgets

NAVCO•PT Form 2168-1 Resources Authorization (O&M Activities)
NAVCMPT Fo=. 372 Allotment/Suballotment
IAVC34PT Fonn 2189-1 App.ved Operating Budget (RDT&E Activities)

Reimbursable Orders

NAVCUIPT Form 2053 - Project Order Applicable to all Operating Activities

C'VXOiIPT Form 140 - Work Request

The funding authorization may contain amendments to increase or

reduce program and related financing or to finance unbudgeted or cost

.1rowth requirements. Reimbursable orders are used by all activities

to finance those areas which are not financed by management commandLs

t, ough the OWk and RDT&E Operating Budgets. At industrial fund activ-

itie!,, all work and services are financed through reimbursable orders.
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OPRATING TARGETS/PLANNING ESTIMATE AUT-ORIZATIONS

Commanding officers may give subordinates a degree of financial I
responsibility paralleling their other responsibilities by the admin-

istrative procedure of issuing Operating Targets (OPTARs) or Planning

Estimate Authorizations (PEAs) for funds that are planned for utilization

by the subordinate conmander. The OPTARs and PEAs are not to be con-

strued as legal subdivisions of funds; therefore, even if a CO issues

an OPTAR or PEA to a subordinate, he will retain all legal and account-

ing responsibility for the assigned funds.

I
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QIAPTER IV

LEGAL ASPECTS OF FLND MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTI ON

With the establishment of command fundings in the Department of the

Navy in fiscal year 1968, financial responsibilities in the operations

and maintenance area were made to parallel responsibilities for command.

Naval Regulations dictate that the commanding officer is responsible for

the efficiency of his command which includes the use of financial

resources. While these facts certainly come to bear on the performance

of an officer's financial management responsibilities, the onus is

found in public law. Chapter I discussed how the funds flowed from the 7q

Appropriation Act down to the individual activities. The same law

which made the funds available for use placed legal restrictions on

that use. This excerpt from Title III of Public Law 96-154-Dec. 21,

1979 93 STAT.1142 serves to illustrate some of those restrictions:

A

Operation and Maintenance, Navy j
For expenses, not otherwise provided for necessary for

the operation and maintenance of the Navy and the Marine Corps,
as authorized by law; and not to exceed $1,494,UUU can be used
for emergencies and extraordinary expenses, to be expended on
the approval or authority of the Secretary of the Navy, and
payments may be made on his certificate of necessity for con-
fidential military purposes; $13,272,245,000 of which not less
then $386,100,000 shall be available only for the maintenance
of real property facilities: Provided that of the total amount
of this appropriation made available for the alteration, over-
haul, and repair of naval vessels, not more than $2,400,000,000
shall be available for the performance of such work in Navy
shipyards of which not less than $22,000,000 shall be available
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for such work at the Ship Repair Facilities, Guam: Provided
further, that such amounts of the fumds available for work
only at the Ship Repair Facilities, Guam, may be used for
work in other Navy shipyards in amounts equal to the amount
of work placed at the Ship Repair Facilities, Guam, funded
from other sources.

Two sections of the Revised Satutes serve to enforce the intent of

the Appropriation Acts. These two statutory limitations and the addi-

tional restrictions which may be imposed by others in the apportionment

and allocation process are examined in this chapter.

STATUTORY LIMITATIONS

The two major fiscal constraints imposed on the obligation and ex-

penditure of appropriated funds are found in Section 3678 of the Revised

Statutes, 31 U.S. Code 628 and Section 3679 Revised Statutes, 31 U.S.

Code 665. Section 3678 states:

Except as otherwise provided by law, sums appropriated for the
various branches of expenditure in the public service shall be
applied solely to the objects for which they are respectively
made, and for no others.

Section 3679 prohibits any act which will cause an obligation or expend-

iture in excess of the apportionment or reapportionment made for an

appropriation or any administrative subdivision thereof, including

allotments.

In addition to the aforementioned, certain other provisions of law

which must be administered as limitations establish the maximum or mini-

mum amount which may be used under an appropriation for a specified

purpose. These are more commonly referred to as "ceilings" and "floors"
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respectively. There are also other legal limitations which are unrelated

to specific amounts. For example, there is a basic prohibition against

the expenditure of federal funds for purposes which are not authorized

by law. Entertainment expenditure is an example.

LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY GRANTORS

Other limitations or constraints on financial authority may be

imposed by the grantor at any level as further subdivisions of funds

are made to the next subordinate level. It is important to note that

these are two major divisions of limitations each with markedly dif-
I

ferent legal ramifications.

The first division of constraints carry the applicability of

statutory regulations as specific and absolute limitations. They carry

firm dollar limitations. Substantive limitations which restrict the

availability of authorizations, thereby limiting authority at a sub-

ordinate level to incur obligations or make expenditures, may not be

levied unless they are extensions of identical restrictions imposed

by the preceding funding authority or have the documented approval of

that authority. This type of constraint is intuitively obvious after

looking at the statutory limitations.

The second division consists of restrictions which are subject

to flexibility without the intention that they be considered as sepa-

rate subdivisions of funds and are therefore e from the conse-

quences of legal limitations. They are stated in terms of advisory

guides to the recipients, allowing options or an amount of flexibility
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(usually stated as a percentage of an initial amount) in the use of

funding. Restrictions of this nature may be imposed on a subordinate

level without the authorization of a higher funding level. However, the

use of such restrictions should be limited to situations where normal

management type reporting cannot accomplish the desired control over

expenses incurred by subordinate commands. These are referred to as

"fencing" restrictions. The difference between the two divisions is not

adequately understood by many conmmanding officers and department heads.

FENCING RESTRICTICNS

It is a basic tenet of the financial management system that fencing

restrictions attending expenses approved in the operating budget be kept

to the absolute minimum necessary to adhere to statutory or other regu-

latory requirements. Emphasis must be placed on giving local activity

management the maximum practicable flexibility in the application of

approved resources.

Looking at this from a commanding officer's viewpoint, he receives

his Resources Authorization on a NAVCCaIWT Form 2168-1. (See Figure IV-1)

To him that immediately implies rigid statutory limitations on all his

funding perogatives. That is not totally accurate. The total direct

expense authority contained in Column 3 of the 2168-1 is a target on a

cunmulative basis and not subject to Section 3679. When expenses exceed

the total expense authority, a letter or message report to the operating

budget grantor is required rather than a Section 3679 violation report.

The NAVCOflf>T Manual directs that operating budget grantors shouk4 exercise
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care in defining restrictions transmitted in NAVCOOTM Form 2168-1 so as

to avoid the appearance of subjecting various segments of the authority

to the sanctions of Section 3679 when such is not intended. The budget

grantor normally will have a small reserve set aside to cover this type

of occurrence. However, subordinate commands should have effective

internal review procedures which would allow the timely identification of

programs requiring additional funding thus precluding overobligation. i

Sometimes this need can be met through the reprogramning of local program

funds at the command level vice a supplemental funding request. Con- I

versely, New Obligational Authority (Column 11) is a limitation on a

cumulative quarterly basis and therefore subject to the provisions of i

Section 3679.

REPROGRAM4ING

After receipt of the NAVCOMIT 2168-1, each activity must submit a

detailed operating budget showing how the funds are programmed for use.

But this budget is not set in concrete. Congress itself has generally

accepted the view that rigid adherence to the amounts previously justi-

fied for budget activities or subsidiary items or programs may unduly

jeopardize the effective accomplishment of planned programs in the most

businesslike and economical manner. However, any subsequent command re-

programning based on an internal adjustment of programs must be reported

to higher authority. This is the type of management reporting mentioned

in the grantor's limitations section. Many shifts of funds within an ap-

propriation are perfectly legal provided they do not violate any of the

limitations discussed earlier which were placed on the appropriation I
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sponsor or the major claimant. On the other hand, an expenditure of funds

from one appropriation to purchase an item authorized under another appro-

priation would constitute a violation of Section 3678. However, Congress

recognizes that this type of inter-appropriation reprogranming of funds

may be the most effective fiscal policy. Prior approval is required to

accomplish this action. The Secretary of Defense has some limited transfer

authority for higher priority items, based on unforeseen military require-

ments, than those for which the appropriation was origirally made. In no

instance can this authority be used on items for which Congress has pre-

viously denied funding. Other reprogramming requests above certain limit-

ations and thresholds require either prior approval from or notification

to one or more congressional committees. The important point being that

Commanding Officers cannot unilaterally accomplish this type of reprogram-

ming at their level. To do so would be a direct violation of statutory

law.

SLUýARY

The legal provisions of Section 3679 only apply if the command receives

funds in the form of an Operating Budget, reimbursable order or an allot-

ment. Funds granted via an OPTAR do not fall under Section 3679. However,

commanding officers are nonetheless administratively accountable to the

next echelon for any overcommitment or overobligation. While provisions

of Section 3678 apply to all funds received at the command level, comn-

manding officers have some latitude for the reprogramming of funds within

the same appropriation.
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INTEPRNAL REVIEW AD AUDITING

INTERNAL REVIEW AND MANAGEMEWT ANALYSIS

Commanding officers are personally responsible for proper funds if

administration. The function of internal review is implicit in the re- t

sponsibility but applied inconsistently by many. Internal review fxint- •

tions are designed to provide CO's with an independent in-house capability• .

for review of financial and other resources, related analysis and trouble- ,

shooting, and the discharge of assigned audit responsibilities. The i'-

functions of internal review and management analysis are complementary. •-

They deal with much the same subject matter and use many of the sawe

techniques of analysis. The primary difference is in approach to the : £

subject and the time frame of interest.

AUDIT TYPES •

The General Accounting Office's standards for auditing divide audits '-

into three different levels or types based on its particular objectives. •

F

These are :

1. Financial and Compliance

•I

Audits of this type determine whether financial operations are L

properly conducted, whether the financial reports of an audited entity

are presented fairly, and whether the entity has complied with applicable

laws and regulations,.•
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2. Economy and Efficiency

This type of audit determines whether the entity is managing or I
utilizing its resources (personnel, property, space, and so forth) in an

economical and efficient manner and the causes of any inefficiencies or

uneconomical practices, including inadequacies in management information

systems, administrative procedures or organizaticnal structure. Specific-

ally, these audits delve into such matters as the following:

a. Need for goods or services provided or procured.

b. Reasonableness of costs incurred or expenditures made.

c. Adequacy of safeguards over and care of resources acquired.

d. Proper utilization of resources.

e. Adequacy of revenue received for goods or services sold.

3. Program Results

This type of audit determines whether the desired results or bene-

fits are being achieved, whether the objectives established by the legis-

lature or other authorizing body are being met, and whether the agency has

considered alternatives which might yield desired results at a lower cost.

In this type of audit, questions such as the following are asked:

a. How successful is the program in accomplishing its intended

results?

b. Is the program succeeding within the cost framework originally

anticipated?

c. Are costs commensurate with benefits achieved?

d. Have alternative programs or procedures been examined for their

potential for achieving objectives with greater economy and efficiency?
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,MAGNA T ANALYSIS

The function of management analysis is oriented to the present and

future. Its objective is to assist the command in organizing and operating

to best accomplish the command mission within the constraints of available I

resources. To do this, those who perform the function will be using tech-

niques to establish the best ways to employ resources within existing ]
policy guidelines and making reconmendations for ,change to systems and

allocations within the command. Along with the findings from internal .

reviews, the results of management analysis may be policy changes, budget i

changes, or other developments which bring about new requirements or

procedures.

FUNCTIONS OF INTERNAL REVIBN

The internal review function includes the conducting of special audits,

studies, analyses, and investigations of financial operations and the use

of command resources to detect deficiencies, improprieties, and inefficien-

cies. In addition, this function provides recommendations to correct con-

ditions that adversely impact financial management, mission accomplishment,

or the integrity of command.

The commanding officer is responsible for implementing internal review

functions. These functions are usually accomplished by an interdiscipli-

nary group either assigned permanently or on an ad hoc or collateral duty

basis, depending on the size of the command, complexity of operations,

and the type of revicw to be performed. The disciplines represented in

an internal review staff should typically consist of line command/manage-ment,
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financial management, and the dominant technical, scientific, or management J
skill most representative of the conmand mission. The best Internal Review I

staff, however, is one whose full time is dedicated to this function.

Because of its importance, CO's should consider making this a full time

effort even at the expense of personnel manning in other areas. The

dollarized savings can often be staggering.

Internal review is responsible for examining internal management con- I
trols, practices, and procedures at all levels. It ensures that there is

I-
financial integrity and effective utilization of all available command

resources. In addition, the internal review function could include:

1. Auditing of the civilian timekeeping and payroll functions and

certain nonappropriated fund activities.

2. Nbnitoring the correction of deficiencies which are revealed by

the Naval Audit Service, General Accounting Office (GAO), or by other

external reports, analyses, or observations.

3. Nbnitoring and evaluating the design and installation of financial

and accounting systems and priocedures, with emphasis upon the identifica-

tion and use of valid audit trails and other management controls.

4. Designing and applying audit check lists for internal review of

areas that are considered unique or critical to local command in the

safeguarding of resources; for example, the areas of physical security,

Automatic Data Processing security, or prevention/detection of theft or

fraud involving government resources.
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S. Reviewing safeguards or refinements to existing controls for

material and financial accountability.

6. Randomly reviewing the proper execution of various directed

programs such as cost reduction, financial reports generated by or for

the activity, and physical inventory and reconciliation.

7. Participating in reviews of other problem areas, as directed.

8. Rendering advice on matters of organization and staffing within

comptroller areas.

9. Maintaining liaison and providing assistance to auditors of the

Naval A•dit Service assigned to perform contLniuous, periodic, or integrated 11
audits: providing similar liaison, and assistance where appropriate to other

audit or inspector representatives such as the General Accounting Office,

Inspector General, command inspections, etc.

In ummiary, interndl review is the determination of how funds which

Were allccated to tne command are being spELt. It is one way of checking

t,-.at any legal restrictions placed on the use of funds are being observed.

But eqUall L-,-ortant, it is an ongoing comparison of the actual perfor-

ma;nce of ti-e co,-rmand against the goals and o",ectives it has established

in its budget. While each commrind is responsible for evaluating the

effect:'.eness of its own, 1rograms, there are several external agencics

whichn can assist in tn.s Jffort. Thev are briefiv discasced Ln the next

section.
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AUJDITING SERVICES

In addition to the internal auditing and review staff of the command,

there are several other agencies which conduct audits of Department of

Defense activities. A brief description of each agency and one special

service is provided below: W
1. General Accounting Office (QAO)

The GAO is the principal agency that conducts external audits of

the Department of Defense and the military departments thereof. it is an

agency of the Congress and has broad authority to examine or review

accounting, financial management, and other operations in the Executive

Department. The purpose and scope of GAO audits and reviews are in many

respects similar to audits conducted by an agency's internal auditors.

Differences in the areas of responsibility are pointed out in the follow-

ing passage from the GAO publication Internal \•uditing in Federal Agencies:

Although there are nunerous areas of common interest between
the General Accounting Office and an agency's internal auditors,
certain basic objectives and responsibilities differ. Internal
auditing is an integral part of an agency's systems of manage-
ment control. In its audits, the General Accounting Office is
concerned with the entire control mechanism within an agency,
including the varicus arrangements made by the management for
internal audits and other forms of inspection, appraisal and
evaluation. If warranted by its evaluatio,..., the General Ac-
coimting Office will rely on such work and make full use of
it in conducting its examinations.

2. Defense Contract Audit Agency

All contract audit functions are the responsibility of this agency

whose director reports to the Secretary of Defense. Lontract auditing

i:wolves the examination and evaluatior of the, ,ecords and oPerationTs of

lefenýe cuntractors. nie contract auditor revi'cws contractors' systems,
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controls and records. The auditor also provides advice and recommenda-

tions to procurement and contract administration personnel on the accept-

ability of the actual and estimated costs and on the adequacy of con- =

tractors' financial management systems and controls.

3. The Defense Audit Service

The Defense Audit Service is an agency of the Department of Defense

under the direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense.

They will perform internal audits of the Office of the Secretary of Defense,

the organization of the Joint Chief of Staff, the unified and specified .

cormands, and the defense agencies. In addition, the Defense Audit Service

performs quick-response audits on matters of special interest to the

Secretary of Defense. - -

4. The Naval Audit Service (NAVAUDSVC)

Each of the military departments has a central audit organization

to perform the function of internal audit. It is MAVAUDSVC policy to

conduct audits of naval comhands, programs and systems on a mission-

oriented basis; that is, an audit concentrates on those areas of greatest

interest or concern to the Navy and Marine Corps. The following func-

tional area categories are indicative of the brcad scope of naval audit

effort:

Automatic Data Processing Systems
Communications
Financial Mahnagement
Intelligence and Security
Maintenance
Management Irnorovement Program
Manufacture
Militarv ,sssistance/rnte rnational Logistics Programs
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Nonappropriated Fund Activities
Personnel
Procurement
Property Management
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Supply Management
Support
Transportation

S. Management Consulting Services

Management consulting services offer a unique opportunity for

a command to obtain free management advice. Requests for consulting

services may be received directly by the Headquarters, NAVAUDSVC or by

a regional office. A formal proposal will be prepared by the Management

Consulting Division stating the study scope, objectives, timing, funding

plans, intended report distribution, and other agreements. If this pro-

posal is accepted by the requestor, it will fona an agreement between the

requestor and the NAIVUDSVC. I
The requestor is free to accept, modify, or reject any conclu-

siorns drawn or recommendatiors made by the consultants. Utilization

reports are not required and the implementation of specific recommenda-

tions is not subject to review in subsequent audits. Reports have limited

distribution within NAVAUL)VC and distribution is not made outside

NA.VAUDSVC, unless of course, illegal actions are uncovered.

INT'ERNAL REVIEW FeLLO",W-U-P AND LIAISON

Follow-up on the impiementation of internal review recornendations

is vital if it is to be a viable tool of management. Follow-up action

should also be taken on approved recommendations frcm audit agencies
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external to the command. The following provides amplification of follow-

up and liaison action:

1. Each approved audit or resource-related inspection recommendation

requiring corrective action should be identified for subsequent follow-up.

2. The follow-up should determine the extent and effectiveness of

corrective actions and be continued until all recommended actions are

completed. Records should be maintained to document follow-up action.

3. The internal review function provides focal point responsibility

and monitors all actions and command correspondence related to audits.

It surveys resource-related reviews performed by agencies such as the

General Accounting Office and the Naval Audit Service.

While the foregoing functions are essential, care should be exercised

to insure that the internal review function does not become one where

record keeping and monitoring subvert the primary purpose of reviewing

command operations. Reviews should be formally reported in writing and

follow-up performed. Line management must realize that the formalities

are t~here to help not hurt.
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0-APTER VI

INDLTRIAL FUNID ANT STOCK FUNDS

WORKING CAPITAL RNf

In 1949, when Congress amended the National Security Act of 1947 -

establishing the Department of Defense, the need to promote "efficiency

and economy" through the use of uniform budgetary and fiscal procedures

was recognized. Among the features of the National Security Act was

authorization for the Secretary of Defense to establish working capital

funds for the purpose of financing supply inventories and the capitali-

zation of industrial type activities. Thus, what is known today as

"stock funds" and "industrial funds" resulted from the National Security

Act of 1947.

A fund is defined as a separate enterprise, having assets, liabil-

ities, net worth, income and expenditures of its own. In ccimmercial

practice, a fund is a device to limait the area of attention by defining

the activities or operations with which a particular management group and

set of records are concerned. In government practice, a fund is not tied

to profit making, hence, the emphasis is not on maximizing income. The

fund was created to isolate a particular area and allow management to

focus on it as a separate entity.

A working capital fund is a revolving fund used as a source of finan-

cing for work or services that ultimately will be paid for by the customer

fijei coo'ujletiun of the Job. The activity performaing z4c , pv-,z for



the costs incurred out of its working capital fund during job accomplish-

ment. When the job is complete, the customer is billed and the fund is

reimbursed. The goal of a IDD working capital fund is to recover all costs"I

exactly, i.e., work to a zero profit.

In basic concept, a revolving fund cormnences operations with an initial I
funding by the Congress, which sets up a corpus, as it is called, represent- "

ing initial capitalization. A Public Works Center represents a typical

revolving-funded activity. Having received an initial funding, the Public

Works Center would then take orders for work from Navy customers, do the

work with dollars from the corpus of the revolving fund, bill the customers

(from their appropriated money). The reimbursement would theoretically

put the corpus of the revolving fund back where it started.

Since the purpose of this publication is to provide a basic fQunda-

tion of knowledge, the ensuing discussion of the two main types of revolv-

ing funds which the line officer will come in contact with will only

highlight the general uses for each. The most important point for the

reader to remember is that these funds work on a break-even basis, that

is, they try to generate just enough revenue (income) to offset expend-

itures (expenses) so as to be self-perpetuating. In contrast, the

appropriated funds are used until they are depleted at which time they

may or may not be reftmded by an act of Congress.

THE NAVY INDUSTRIPL FUND (NIF)

T1-,, IF i. diversp and presently includes:

Shipyards
Navyi Aircraft Rework Facilities (NNARP)
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Research Labs
Weapons Facilities
Public Works Centers
Naval Publication and Printing Stations (NPPS)
The Military Sealift Command
Polaris Missile Facilities
The Naval Avionics Center
The Naval Engineering Center

ITH NAVY STOCK FUND (NSF)

The NSF, as it exists today, is best described as a revolving fund

which finances a cycle of operations consisting of the puz.-ha.e and sale

of an inventory of supplies. The fund is administered by planning inven-

tory levels of ecperse type items (traditionally an individual item

priced below $1,000 as opposed to items above that price which are con-

sidered investment items) which will be required to support the shore

establishment and the fleet. A projection is made of anticipated annual

sales to all authorized customers and obligational authority is requested

to replenish stocks to the required levels. The fund itself consists of

two segments, cash and inventory, which collectively comprise the total

capital held in the Navy Stock Account.
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CHAPTER VII

FINANCIAL MMANAEENT FOR OPER~ATING FORCES

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapters have presented an overview of financial manage-

ment in broad and general terms. This chapter recaps and highlights some

of the more important aspects of those chapters as they specifically apply

to operational forces. Individual type commanders have slightly different

procedures/regulations regarding the financial management of resources

under their purview and it would be too complex to enumerate all the

anomalies here. Instead, this chapter addresses general requirements and

methods which are germane to all operating forces.

THE FLOWV OF FUNDS TO OPERATING FORCES

The daily operating and maintenance expenses of a ship are funded in

the Operating and 'Maintenance, Navy (02.N) appropriation. The Chief of

Naval Operations distributes these funds to the fleet commander who in

turn allocates them to the type com•anders as Expense Limitations. The

type conmnanders then issue an Operating Budget to themselves from which

individual ships are provided with funds in the form of operating targets

(OPTARs). These are ususally promulgated in a message transmitted prior

to the start of the fiscal year and contain quarterly targets. For

example, a DD 963 class ship would receive $416,000 for the fiscal year

in quarterly apportionments of $1014,000 each. Type conmanders establish
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a relative funding level for a class of ship when it initially joins the

force. Subsequent yearly funding is usually based on that amount plus

an increase for inflation.

REPBPOGRAM4NG

Once the size of the ship's OPTAR has been determined by the type

connander, it becomes the CO's responsibility to utilize that OPTAR in an

effective manner. Thus, type commanders require CO's to develop an annual

financial plan which takes into account priorities and unfunded require-

ments. Through internal control and review, the CO's are expected to I
monitor their progress toward the goals established in the financial plans.

If a commanding officer cannot operate within the OPTAR even after

local changes to the financial plan, two general types of reprogramming

actions can be requested from the type commander. First, CO's may request

an advance against a future quarterly apportionment. That is, they may

ask that funds which would normally not be made available until some

future date be made part of the current quarter's OPTAR. This action

does not increase the total amtmt of funds to be made available for the

whole fiscal year, but rather alters the flow throughout the year.

If the aforementioned action will not enable the CO to meet his

financial requirements, an augmentation may be requested. An augmentation

when approved raises the total OPTAR for the fiscal year. Thus, additional

funds are provided. Augmentations require very specific justifications

as specified by the individual type commanders.
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LEGAL ASPECTS

Since the funds are passed to individual ships as OPTARS, the Section

3679 R.S. legal responsibility to ensure that obligations do not exceed

the apportionment remains with the type commander. However, commanding

officers are nonetheless administratively accountable to the type commander

for any overcommitment or overobligation. Any such action will certainly

make the CO's internal control and review procedures suspect.

In addition to apportioning funds on a quarterly basis, type commanders

often utilize fencing restrictions to control the funds. One example is

setting a floor (or minimum amount) on funds which must be spent for repair

parts. Another is the placing of a top priority on certain items within

a category such as medical needs in the consumable category. CO's are

likewise administratively res=onsible for complying with these limitations.

OPTAR LOG

Naval Comptroller requirements dictate that each ship, aviation

squadron and conmmand must utilize an OPT.kr Log (NAVCONPT Form 2135) to

record OPTAR grants and the value of transactions authorized wnd charge-

able against the type commander's operating budget. The log is a running

account in which requisitions for consumables, parts, etc. are deducted

from the total OPTAR as they are expended and then the balance remaining

is computed. A report of the status of the OPTAR is transmitted monthly

by message to the appropriate Flect Accounting and Disbursing Center

with an information copy to the t1ype commander.
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A.NEX A

ZERO BASE BUDGETING

A PRIMER FOR THE NON-C(XOMTROLLER

by

Commander Alexander C. Crosby, SC, USN
and

Lieutenant Commander James C. Robertson, SC, LZ'S

INTRODUCTION

On the coattails of the Congressional budgetary reform movement, and

propelled by the urgings of a new President, the zero base approach to

budgeting has swept across the management scene like a blitzkrieg. A

scant three weeks after his inauguration, President Jimmy Carter, on 14

February 1977, issued a memorandum asking each executive department head

to develop a zero base budgeting system for Fiscal Year 1979. T1hat was

this good, new system that the President wished incorporated into agency

budget proposals prior to their submission to OMB less than nine months

hence? Dr. Robert N. Anthony of the Harvard Business School and former

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) has expressed his opinion

that the good parts of this system are not new, and that the new parts I
of it are not so good! Peter A. Py'hrr, the father of this new budget

methodology has defined it a-:

"An cperating, planning and budgeting process which
requires each manager to justify his entire budget re-
quest in detail from scratch, and shifts the burden
of proof to each manager to justify why he should
spend any money at all. This approach requires thattI
all activities be identified in "decision packages"
which will be evaluated by N t CI:,I djL,.2111I, and
ranked in order of importance."
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What follows in the next few pages is a brief discussion of the

historical development of zero base budgeting, quick look at the

mechanics of the process, some thoughts about its relationship to basic

management processes, and a discussion of the Navy's efforts to inple-

ment such a budgeting methodology for its Fiscal Year 1979 submission.

Historical Background

In the face of a tightening budgetary climate in 1969, Mr. Peter A.

Pyhrr, then Manager of Staff Control at Texas Instruments, developed an

approach to budgeting whereby discretionary indirect costs (i.e. those

where there really was a choice on how much, if any, to spend) had to be

justified from the ground up. This zero base approach can be contrasted

with the more traditional incremental approach in which current year

expenditure levels are justified in teims of the change from the prior

year's level. Publication of his ideas in the Harvard Business ,Ieview

launched the newest managerial buzz word of the 1970's.1 In 1971, then

Governor Jimiiy Carter hired Pyhrr to design and i~plement such a system -

for Georgia. After his ascendency to the office of the President,

Carter cited the "success of the ZBB system adopted by the State of

Georgia" in directing its implementation in the Federal budget.

In addition to the Presidential directive cited above, the intro-

duction of the zero base approach into the Federal budgetau, process can

1
ý'hrr has exnanded the cope of his ideas in his book, :ero Base

3udgetLng. (John Wiley, New York, 1973) . A later definitive book on the
subiect is Zero Base Budgeting Comes of Age by Logan M. C-ieek,, .X-,Ac.ON,
New York, 1.7.-
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be traced to two important Congressional actions. First, in 1976, Senator

INLskie and S7 co-sponsors introduced a bill, The Government Economy and

Spending Refonn Act (S.2925), that would incorporate many of the basic

tenets of zero base budgeting in the Federal government. The '"NIvskie -

Bill" (and a very similar one that had been introduced by Representative

Blanchard and 109 co-sponsors in the House) was reintroduced in the

Ninety-Fifth Congress in a significantly revised version after having

died in cormittee in the Ninety-Fourth Congress. -

The second Congressional action impacting upon the evclution of zero

base budgeting in government occurred as the Senate Appropriations Com-

mittee reported out the Fiscal Year 1977 Department of Defense Appropria-

tions Bill. Dissatisfied with a perceived inadequacy Li the norlmal just-

ification books which accompanied the traditional incremental budget, the

Conmmittee called for a straman zero base submission of the Fiscal Year

1978 O&IM(N) budget request to accompany and be crosswalked to the normal

budget submission. The Navy soon found how formidable this task could

be. I1-.at required 164 nages to discuss 35 diff' buget activities

in the normal subnission's justification books expanded to 1,3C6 pages

in justifying 373 prograrn packages in the zero base budget: Enough of

history. What is the meat of this zero base budget system?

THE BASIC M'DDEL

:ero base budgeting is built arounud decision units and decision

packages. A decision unit is any discrete :.-t iitv + fnr ,..i•, -,

is prepared. It could be a program"nor example Tri(d'ent -forrines or
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Tomahawk missiles), an organizational entity, a function--the possi-

bilities are almost endless. A decision package is nothing more than

a brief budget justification docunent. It contains:

-- A description of the stated goals and objectives of the decision
unit.

-- Alternative approaches for their attainment.

-- A selection of the best alternative (based on either quantitative
or qualitative factors).

-- A justification of the costs involved.

-- A statement of impact of not doing the particular function or
activity.

In the process of building decision packages under the zero-base

concept, a manager theoretically searches for alternative approaches to

problem resolution or towards the attainment of the goals and objectives

of the organization. Having determined feasible alternatives, the manage-r

analyzes each in terms of quantitative and qualitative factors, and selects

one approach that best enables reaching the desired objectives. In theory

any alternative approach could be performed at a level of effort (and

funding) such that the goals and objectives of the organization are just

barely met. This is defined in zero base budgeting terminology as the

mininiin level of effort, below which it makes no sense to fund or perform

the activity. Next, additional increments of effort needed to perform

the function better than the minimum level are identified, along with

explicitly identified costs and benefits. These increments, when added

to the minimum level, produce various improved levels of effort, includ-

ing the current level of effort (equal to present level of effort) and
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an enhanced level of effort (the maximum level of effort, beyond which

marginal costs exceed marginal benefits). These theoretical concepts

on alternative choices and levels can be presented pictorially in the

following diagram:

ENHANCED
CHI -i$)I

VARIOUS LEVELS CU IT
OF EFFORT CURREN2' $T ,( CLMREEi $)

) NIJMI

(LOW $)
REJECMD SELECTED REJECTED
ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIlE ALTERNAlITrE

VARIOUS ALTERNATIVE

APPROACHES

To illustrate this copcept by example,- imagine Departmen.t A, whichf"

is responsible for function X, at a small Naval activity. The department

head analyzes the situation that he faces, maps out alternative courses

of action to reach his objectives, selects the most advantageous alterna-

tive, and determines that with $50,000, he can just barely accomplish

his goals. This is the minimum level at which he should be funded.

However, with $70,000 he can attain performance equal to the prior year,

and with $80,000, he could significantly improve or enhancc his depart-

ment's performance. These three levels of effort are expressed in zero

base budget decision packages as follows:

DECISON PACKAGE CIST CU.IMATIVE BUDGET
1 of 3 (minimum) $50,000 $50,000
2 of 3 (cur-rent) 20,000 70,000
3 of 3 (enhanced) 10,000 80,000
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Alternative choices would also be described in the decision packages.

The department head, in establishing his own budget priorities, places

the minimum level of effort as his highest priority. In a shrinking

funding position, this would be the last package decremented, or in an

expanding climate, the first package restored to funding. Incorporating

this very simple model for one department with other hypothetical depart-

ments at the small Naval activity presents the following situation, in

which the Commanding Officer has ranked all packages from all of the

departments in an activity-wide set of priorities.

DEPAINSTAL CO's ACTIVITY-
DEPAR!MENT DECISION PACKAGE COST PRI0".ITY WIDE PRIORITY H

A I of 3 (minimum) $50,000 1 2
2 of 3 (current) 20,000 2 3
3 of 3 (enhanced) 10,000 3 8

.3. 1 of 2 (minirmm).. ý.40,000. 1 4 .

2 of 2 (enhanced) 10,000 2 9

C 1 of 1 (minimun) $10,000 1 S

D 1 of 3 (minimum) $30,000 1 1
2 of 3 (current) 10,000 2 6
3 of 3 (enhanced) 20,000 3 7

Re-arrayed in rank sequence, the above table looks as follows:

RAN'lK PACKAGE COST CUMhIULATIVE COST

I Dl $30,000 $ 30,000
2 Al 50,000 80,000
3 A2 20,000 100,000
4 B1 40,000 140,000
5 10,000 150,000
6 D2 10,000 160,000
7 D3 20,000 180,000
8 A3 10,000 190,000
9 B2 10,000 200,000
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The zero base approach for the small Naval activity then justifies from

the ground up, and ranks in priority order, each level of effort by each

department. When a local manager is faced with the reality of a budget

control nunber imposed by the major claimant, the zero base budget model

i-nmediately shows which functions will be funded, and which will not.

For example, if the small Naval activity is given a control number of

$160,000, packages 1 through 6 will be funded, while D3, A3, and B2, the

seventh, eighth and ninth items, remain unfunded. This approach for allo-

cating limited resources to competing activities is conceptually superior

to the approach of "cutting across the board!' all activities on an equal

basis. In this case, the funded $160,000 represents 80% of the activity's

requirements. Comparing the two approaches illustrates the difference

in results:

.. .. . OCATION PER ALLOCATION ON A CONTANT
DEPARTMENT ZBB WDDEL PERC'ITAGE Ctr BASIS

A $ 70,000 $ 64,000
B 40,000 40,000
C 10,000 8,000
D 40,000 48ý000

$160,000 $160,000

At this point, it is appropriate to emphasize that preparation and

ranking of decision packages ir only meaningful when costs over which

the local manager exercises discretionary authority are being discussed.

When costs are regulated or mandated by higher authority, or where no

choice is really involved, decision packages serve no useful purpose,

with the possible exception of identifying for the record segments of

the budget which will be accomplished.
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ZERO BASE BUDGETING'S RELATIONSHIP TO CLASSICAL M4NAG(EMNT PROCESSES

Perhaps one of the most important aspects of the zero base budget

process and methodology emerges when thoughtful consideration is given

to its relationship to managerial functions and processes. Most managers

would agree that classical management embraces the following main tasks:

-- Define goals and objectives (or problems) and define priorities.

-- Determine alternative courses of action.

-- Gather facts and opinions relevant to the alternatives, with costs
and benefits, pros and cons, and key impact of each alternative
identified clearly.

-- Select the best or preferred alternative, and take action on it.

-4-rasure performance against the plan, and repeat the process
above as necessary.

-- Throughout the process, 'oimunicate well with all people materi-
ally affected by the potential action.

Certainly there -are- many more things tkat- could. be said about management

tasks, but for the purposes of this article, the tasks defined can be

accepted as those which capture the essence of the process. Analysis of

these tasks on a comparative basis with zero base budgeting clearly

demonstrates a one-to-one correspondence with each task in turn. Pro-

ceeding right down the list:

-4Managers define goals and objectives to be satisfied through
processes described in discrete decision packages, and they
rank packages in priority order.

-- Decision packages prepared by people actually doing the work
are the vehicles to obtain documented alternatives.

-- Each decision package must explicitly identify costs, benefits,
and associated impact. Implicitly, facts and opinions are an
integral part.
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-4-anagers choose the best alternative from explicitly identified
choices in decision packages. i

-- Budgeted costs for selected alternatives provide a baseline
plan against which to measure performance, and periodic budget
execution reviews compare actual performance against the plan.
The decision package library provides an excellent starting
point for repeating the decision making process in the event of
a budget cut or resource windfall.

-- Decision packages and the review of them provides a positive
closed-loop communication mechanism for use in satisfying the
need for adequate consideration by all concerned.

It is not difficult to see, upon consideration, that zero base budgeting

processes are equally consistent with Management by Objectives, Manage-

ment by Exception, and other defined management approaches. An option

available to managers, then, is to integrate zero base budgeting mechan-

isms into their management actions as a regular part of the process.

Zero base budget mechanisms can help managers to do the management pro-

cess, and can lead to imprtuvement in the process byr virtue uf vure comrn-

plete information and better cori~mnication.

THE NAT''S IMILDEATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 1979

From the foregoing, one could conclude that a textbook zero base

budgeting system for the Navy on the macro level would require an enor-

mous nu~nber of decis. :. packages, far beyond the management ability of

any manager. To cope with this seemingly insurmountable task, an

approach has been developed where a large degree of aggregation of

decision packages and decision units has been made, based principally

on the present appropriation structure.
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As promulgated inNAVCOPTNOTE 7120 dated 20 July 1977, there are

now 147 decision units specified for the Department of the Navy's Fiscal LI
Year 1979 budget submission. These decision units are based on specific I
programs within the traditional appropriations (for example: Strategic

Forces, Naval Forces, and Tactical Air Forces within OF%; Trident and

Nuclear Attack Subs within SCN; Tomahawk Missiles within WN). The

approach calls for seven levels (decision packages) of ranking increments

from a decremented level (minimum level of effort) to an enhanced level.

Between these two extremes is a "Basic" level, equivalent to a priced-out

P(V,. Each of the seven budget levels above the minimum is roughly equal

in total dollar amounts at approximately $800 million per level. The

minimum budget "decremented" level in the Navy budget totals to $43.7

billion. The enhanced budget is $49.1 billion, and the basic (or POM

...level) is $47.7 billion.

The diagram offered in Figure #1 depicts, in a grossly oversimpli-

fied manner, the above described approach towards the macro level aggre-

gation of decision units and decision packages which has enabled the

implementation of zero base budgeting for the Department of the Navy's

Fiscal Year 1979 budget submission. It should be noted that not every

decision unit was incremented at each level of effort. Figure #2

shows how the seven decision package "levels" were crosswalked to the

normal appropriation structure.

Clearly, this approach for constructing a zero base budget goes to

great lengths to boil down a very complex system to aggregate values,
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while still providing the executive decision maker (Secretary Brown or

President Carter) with seven different, integrated and balanced levels

of effort to choose between, each of which can be directly correlated

to the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS).

CONCWUSION

Dr. Anthony has stated publicly that "zero base budgeting is a

fraud." What he meant by this comment in the 27 April 1977 WALL STREET

JOURNAL was that zero base budgeting isn't really new, but rather that

this approach could be used to push for the complete installation of

program budgeting (as embodied in PPBS) throughout the government. He

went on to say that experienced budget people should wade through the

I rhetoric and latch onto the concept as a way of accompl ishing what really

necds to be accomplished .anyway--better allocation of scarce resources

through better financial management.

I. Few would dispute the idea that the concepts applied in zero base

budgeting represent those that should be used by any good manager. What,

then, is new about zero base budgeting? From a management concept point

of view, as strongly suggested by Dr. Anthony, not much is new. What is

new is a methodology--a specific process or tool aimed at aiding managers

to do better, or forcing them to do at all, what they should be doing

anyway. It has certain advantages and disadvantages, just as any manage-

ment process does. On the plus side, key advantages are:

-- Better information and identification of alternatives.

-- Involvement of managers at all levels, and better commumication.
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I -- An organized methodology to handle the important and very complex
job of resource allocation.

Key disadvantages are:

An increased volume of paperwork to support the budget effort.

Fear from subordinate managers that use of the process will
result in cuts in funding.

-- Difficulty of implementing any new management process.

The reader is encouraged to expand the list of pro's and con's--the above

is by no means exhaustive. Experience shows that implementation problems

can be expected, but that genuine involvement of and planning by top

management can alleviate the problems such that benefits outweigh problems.

As in any budget process, zero base budgeting is subject to sabotage

through decoy and deception tactics, and top management must be very as-

tute indeed to cope with this pr-oblem.

The authors of this arti~ieipe~cbive zero base bdIdgeting to be an-

other very useful tool in the managerial process that can help the manager/

decision maker allocate limited resources in a more effective mrancr to

enable attainment of organizational goals and objectives. This is the

principal objective of the process. Indeed, zero base budgeting's objec-

tives are precisely consistent with those of any good manager. Fixtensive

use of the process by private industry and government at the national,

state, and local levels attests to the worth of the process.
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ANNEX B

GLOSSARY

ACOLINTS PAYABLE

Amounts due the public or other U.S. Government agencies for materials

and services received, wages earned, and fringe benefits unpaid. May

include amounts billed or billable under contracts 'or progress pay)nents,

earnings of contractors held back, or amounts due upon actual deliveries

of goods and services.

ACOtOUTS RECEIVA3LE

.Anounts due from debtors on open account. Under appropriated funds,

amounts due from debtors for reimbursements earned or for appropriation

refunds due.

ACCRUJAL ACCOLUTINC

Accrual accounting recognizes in the books and records of account the

significant and accountable aspects of financial transactions or events as

they occur. Under this basis the accounting system provides a current

systematic record of changes in assets, liabilities and sources of funis

resulting from the incurrence of obligations and costs and expenses, the

earning of revenues, the receipt and disbursement of cash, and other

financial transactions.

.A!l.IT ErING OFTTIC

The office, bureau, systems command, or Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps assigned responsibility for budgeting, accounting, reporting and
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controlling obligations and assigned expenditures for programs financed

under appropriation(s) or subdivisions of an appropriation. The respon- I
sibility is assigned by the "Responsible Office."

AUNENISTRATIVE LIMITATION

A limitation imposed within an administrative agency upon the use I

of an appropriation or other fund having the same effect as a fund sub-

division in the control of obligations and expenditures.

Any department, office, commission, authority, administration,

board, Government-owned corporation, or other independent establishment

of any branch of the Govermnent of the United States.

ALLOCATI@?t

An authorization by a designated official of a component of the

Department of Defense making funds available within a prescribed amount

to an operating agency for the purpose of making allotments; i.e., the

first subdivision of an apportionment.

ALLOI\,E47

The authority, expressed in terms of a specific amount of funds,

granted by competent authority to commit, obligate and expend funds for I
a particular purpose. Obligation and expenditure of the funds may not

ex~eed the amoumt spccified in tie allotment, and the purpose for which

the authorization is made inst be adhered to. Allotments are granted
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for all appropriations except the operating accounts, such as O&.M,N and

RDT&E,N which use operating budgets. All allotments must be accounted

for until the appropriation lapses or until all obligations are

liquidated, whichever occurs first.

ANTI-DEFICIENCY ACT, SECTION 3679, REVISED STATTJFES (31 U.S.C.66S)

The salient features of this Act include

1. Prohibitions against authorizing or incurring obligations or

expenditures in excess of amounts apportioned by the Office of Management

and Budget or in excess of amounts permitted by agency regulations.

2. Establishment of procedures for detenrining the responsibility
for violations and for reporting violations to the President, through

the Office of Management and Budget, and to the Congress.

3. Provisions for penalties that may include removal from office,

a $5,000 fine, or imprisonment for two years.

4. Requirements for the apportionment of appropriations, funds or

contract authority.

APPORTIONNENT

A determination made by the Office of Management and Budget which

limits the amount of obligations or expenditures which may be incurred

during a specified time period. An apportionment may limit all obligations

to be incurred for a specific activity, function, project, object, or a

combination thereof.
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APPROPRIATION

A part of an Appropriation Act providing a specified amount of funds

to be used for designated purposes. Appropriations are divided into

budget activities and further divided into subactivities, programs,

projects, and elements of expense.

APPR4OPRIATION LI\1ITATION

A statutory limitation within an appropriation which cannot be exceeded

by incurring obligations or expenditures.

ASSETS

Anything owned having monetary value. Property, both real and per-

sonal, including notes, accounts, and accrued earnings or revenues receiv-

able; and cash or its equivalent.

AUDIT

The systematic examination of records and documents to determine (1)

adequacy and effectiveness of budgeting, accounting, financial and related

policies and procedures, (2) compliance with applicable statutes, regula-

tion.s, policies, and prescribed procedures, (3) reliability, accuracy,

and completeness of financial and administrative records and reports,

and (4) the extent to which funds and other resources are properly pro-

tected and effectively used.

AIYI,'ORIZ.ATION ACCOUNTING ACTIVITY (AAA)

An activity designated by the Comptroller of the Navy to perform

accounting for another shore activity.
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BUDGET

A plan of operations for a fiscal period in terms of (a) estimated

costs, obligations, and expenditures; (b) source of funds for financing

including anticipated reimbursements and other resources; and (c)

history and workload data for the projected programs and activities.

BUDGET AUTHORITY

Authority provided by law to enter into obligations which generally

result in immediate or future outlays of Government funds. The basic

forms of budget authority are: appropriations, contract authority, and

borrowing authority.

BUDGET YEAR

The year following the current fiscal year, and for which the budget

estimate is prepared. For example, if the current fiscal year is Fiscal

Year 1980, the budget year would be Fiscal Year 1981.

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL CEILING

Maximun number of civilians whicb may be employed full-time as

determined by appropriate authority. The full-time equivalent of part-

time employment, expressed in man-months, is included in the ceiling.

O~tfIThNT

A firm administrative reservation of funds based upon firm procure-

ment directives, orders, requisitions, authorizations to issue travel

orders, or requests which authorize the recipient to create obligations
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without further recourse to the official responsible for certifying the

availability of funds. The act of entering into a conmitment is usually

the first step in the process of spending available funds. The effect A
Aof entering into a commitment and the recording of that comnitment on a71ý

the records of the allotment is to reserve funds for future obligatio.-s.

A comnitment is subject to cancellation by the approving authority if it

is not already obligated. Commitments are not required under O&.M

appropriations.

00%GRESSIONAkL BUDGET

The budget as set forth by Congress in a concurrent resolution on

the budget. These resolutions shall include:

1. The appropriate level of total budget outlays and total new

budget authority.

2. An estimate of budget outlays and new budget authority for each

major functional category, for contingencies, and for other categories.

3. The amount of the surplus or deficit in the budget (if any).

4. The recommended level of Federal revenues.

5. The appropriate level of the public debt.

CONTINUING RESOLUTION

Congressional action to provide budget authority for specific ongoing

activities when the regular fiscal year Appropriation Act has not been

enacted by the beginning of the fiscal year. The continuing resolution

usually specifies a maximum rate at which the agency may incur obligations

and is sometimes based on the rate of spending of the prior year.
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COST ACCOUNT l

Accounts established to classify transactions by cost, according to

the purpose of the transactions. Cost account codes are used to identify

tmiformly the contents of management reports.

COST-BASED BUDGET

A budget based on the cost of goods and services actually to be

received during a given period whether paid for before the ene. of the

period or not. Not to be confused with an expenditure-based budget, which

is based on the cost of goods and services received and actually paid for.

COST CENTER

A cost center is a subdivision of a field activity or a responsibility

center. An individual cost center is a group of homogeneous service func-

tions, processes, machines, product lines, professional and/or technical

skills, etc. It is an organizational entity for which identification of

costs is desired and which is amenable to cost control through one respon-

sible supervisor such as a department head.

CROSS-SERVICING

That function performed by one military service in support of another

military service for which reimbursement is required from the service re-

ceiving support.

CURRENT YEAR

The fiscal year in progress. (See also "BUDGET YEAR")

i
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DECISION IUNIT

A program or organizational entity upon which a manager makes signi-

ficant resource allocation decisions.

tECISICN PACKAGE

A document containing justification for funding a decision unit at

various levels.

DEPARI.4T OF TE NAVY FIVE-YEAP. PROGRAM (DNFYP)

The Navy's official prograrmming document, this publication consists

of volumes or booklets and displays the Navy's portion of the Five-Year

Defense Program CFYDP). SECDEF approved forces, manpower and financial

data are given for each Navy Program Element for the current, budget and

program years.

DIRECT COSTS

Direct costs are costs incurred directly for and are readily identi-

liable to specific work or work assignments.

DISBURSEMNTS

In budgetary usage, gross disbursements represent the amount of

checks issued, cash, or other payments made less refunds received. Net

disbursements represent gross disbursements less income collected and

credited to the appropriation or fund account, such as ankunts received

for goods and services provided. (See also "OUTLAYS")
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DOD PLAM ING/PROGRAŽ4I NG/BUDGETING SYSTEA (PPBS) 7

An integrated system for the establishment, maintenance, and revision

of the FYDP and the DOD budget.

ECONC(WY ACT ORDER ]
An order executed for materials, work or services to be furnished

by one activity for another under the authority and limitations of the

Economy Act (31 U.S.C.686). ]
E•ENDIThYRE

A charge against available funds. It is evidenced by voucher, claim,

or other document approved by competent authority. Expenditure represents

the actual payment of funds.

EXPENSES

Costs of operation and maintenance of activities on the accural basis

over time, as distinguished from costs of acquisition of property. Expenses

include but are not limited to the cost of: (1) civilian personnel

services; (2) military personnel services; (3) supplies and material con-

sumed or applied, (4) travel and transportation of personnel; (5) rental

of facilities and equipment; (6) equipment (having a unit value of less

than $1,000) and (7) services received (purchased utilities, leased

conrJnications, printing and reproduction, and other). The cost of minor

construction of a value of $75,000 or less is included as an expense.
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EXPESE ELE• T

An expense element identifies the type of resource being consumed in •

the functional/subfunctional category or program element. These are

listed and defined by DX)D Directive.

EXPIRED APPROPRIATICN

An appropriation which is no longer available for obligation but is

still available for disbursement to liquidate existing obligations.

EXECUTION

The operation of carrying out a program as contained in the approved

budget. Often referred to as "Budget Execution."

FISCAL YEAR

Accounting period beginning 1 October and ending 30 September of the

following year. The fiscal year is designated by the calendar year in

which it ends. Fiscal Year 1981 begins on 1 October 1980 and ends 30

September 1981.

FIVE YEAR DEFENSE PR.OGRAM (FCDP)

The Five-Year Defense Program s~xmmTarizes all approved programs of

the entire Department of Defense. Resources or inputs required for five

years are combined with military outputs or programs for the same period.

The FYDP is expressed in terms of programs, program elements, and re-

source ca•tegories.

I
I
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1. Mission Operations 7. Base Services
2. Administration 8. Maintenance of Real Property
3. Supply Operations 9. Utility Operations
4. Maintenance of Material 10. Other Engineering Support
S. Property Disposal 11. 'Minor Construction
6. Medical Operations 12. Personal Support i
Subfunctional categories are a finer grouping within the functional i

category grouping. They are used to accumulate expenses separately for

various functions encompassed by a single functional category.

FUND AVAILABILITY

The amount of obligational authority in a fund or fund subdivision.

FLND SUBDIVISION I
I

A segment of an appropriation or other fund, created by funding

action as an administrative means of controlling obligations and expen-

ditures within an agency.

GENERAL EXPENSES

Costs incurred by general cost certers which are not incurred for

and are not readily identifiable with specific direct job orders and which

are not included in the indirect expense of the direct cost centers.

GENERAL LEDGER

The general ledger is the book of accounts in which all accounting

entries are ultimately stummarized. It is maintained by an Authorization

Accounting Activity for each Operating Budget holder. It is designed so

that summary reports of all financial transactions can be readily prepared

for management.
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IMPREST FUND

Fixed amount of cash used to make minor expenditures for local com-

mercial purposes. Payments from the fund are reimbursed from time to

time to maintain a fixed amount in the fund.

IMNIRECT EXPENSE

Indirect expenses are costs incurred by direct cost centers which

are not incurred directly for and are not readily identifiable with

specific job orders established for the accomplishment of assigned work.

INDUSTRIAL FUND

A revolving fund established at industrial type activities where

products or services are provided external users. The purpose of the

fund is to provide a more effective means of controlling costs; establish

a flexible means for financing, budgeting and accounting; encourage the

creation of buyer-seller relationships; place budgeting and accounting

on a more commercial basis; and encourage cross-servicing between

military departments. Charges to the fund are made for procurement of

materials, services and labor and the fund is reimbursed by proceeds

from the sale of products and services.

INTEPŽAL AUDIT

The independent appraisal activity within an organization for the

review of the accounting, financial and related operations as a basis for

protective and constructive services to miinagement.
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INTERNAL CONTROL

Internal review and internal checks established by the commanding I

officer to safeguard property and funds; to check accuracy, reliability

and timeliness of accounting data; to promote operational efficiency;

and to ensure adherence to prescribed management policies and procedures.

INVES MTS

The costs associated with the acquisition of equipment costing more

than $1,000 per unit, and expected to benefit more than one project.

Items of equipment procured for the purpose of a specific project are

excluded regardless of acquisition costs.

JOB ORDER

1. A formal instruction to perform certain work according to

specifications, estimates, etc.

2. Descriptive of a cost system whereby costs are accutmulated by

job orders.

LAPSED FUNDS

Expired appropriaticas lapse two years after expiration and unpaid

obligations are transferred to the 'If' account for each appropriation

where they are merged with unpaid obligations of all other lapsed appro-

priations for the same general purpose. The total unobligated balances

previously withdrawn at the time of expiration from all lapsed appro-

priations for the same general purpose remain available for resturdtion

to the designated "%f' account as required to cover bona-fide obligation

adjustments.
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LIABILITIES

Amounts of money owed to others for goods and services received,

or for assets acquired. Liabilities include accrued amounmts earned but

not yet due for payment, and progress payments due to contractors.

MAJOR CLAIMkNT/SUBCLAIMI.ANT

A major claimant is a bureau/office/conmand/Headquarters, Marine

Corps which is designated as an administering office under the Operation

and Maintenance appropriations in AVCWOT Manual, Volune 2, CThapter 2.

Navy major claimants receive operating budgets directly from the Chief

of Naval Operations Fiscal Management Division (OP-92). Subclaimants

are bureaus/offices/coiminnds designated as administering offices which

receive a subclaimant operating budget from a major claimant.

",ER.OWM•, ACCOUNT

An account, usually stated in financial terms, but not always a part

of the basic double-entry system of accounts, used for obtaining data

required for control, reporting, or other purposes.

NAY COST INFORMATION SYST56 (NCIS)

Essentially a data bank, designed to provide and display Navy program

and cost information in a variety of reports expressed in either appro-

priation structure or DOD programming structure, using computerized auto-

matic data processing. The basic &ta unit used in the NCIS as a ",iilding

block to assemble information in the desired tormat is the Unit iden-ifi-

cation Code (UIC). Each UIC is an activity, command, ship, station or
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unit which appears as an entity in the Programdng System. Each UMC then

contains a cost and manpower entity and is assigned a code number tcr

automatic data processing.

NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY (1MA)

Authority to incur obligations becoming newly available for a given

year, atthorized by current and prior actions of the Congress.

NONAPPROPRIATED FUNDS

,Nbneys derived from sources other than Congressional Appropriations,

primarily from the sale of goods and services to DOD military and civilian

personnel and their dependents and used to support or provide essential

morale, welfare, recreational, and certain religious and education programs.

Another distinguishing characteristic of these funds is the fact that there

is no accountability for them in the fiscal records of the Treasury of the

United States.

OBLI GATIONAL AUTHORITY

1. An authorization by Act of Congress to procure goods and services

within a specified amount by appropriation or o-cher authorization.

2. The administrative extension of such authority, as by apportion-

ment or funding.

3. The amount of authority so granted.

OBLI GATION

A duty to make a future payment of money. The duty is incurred as

soon as an order is placed, or a contract is awarded for the delivery of
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goods and the performance of services. It is not necessary that goods

actually be delive-.ed, or services actually be performed, before the -2

obligation is created; neither is it necessary that a bill, or invoice,

be received first The placement of an order is sufficient. An obliga-

tion legally encumbers a specified sun of money which will require out-

lay(s) or expenditure(s) in the future.

OPERATING BUDGET (OPBUD) (OB)

An operating budget is the annual budget of an activity stated in

terms' of B.d~at Classification Code, functional/subfunctional categories

and cost accounts. It contains estimates of the total value of resources

required for the performance of the mission including reimbursable work

or services for others. It also includes estimates of workloac in terms

of total work units identified by cost accounts.

ORDERING ACTIVITY

An activity which originates a requisition or order for procurement,

production, or performance of work or services by anot 1 .ar activity.

OUTLAYS

Checks issued, interest accrued on the public debt, or other payments,

net of refunds and reimbursements. Total budget outlays consist of the

sun of the outlays from appropriations and funds in the budget, less

receipts.

1
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PERFORMANCE BUDGET

A budget which focuses attention upon the general character and rela-

tive importance of the work to be done by taking as its basis the estimated

costs of programs, functions, and projects designed to accoimplish mission.

For example, the cost of a function; that is, operating a rifle range, corn-

munications centers, motor pool, etc; versus the cost of "things"; that

is, supplies, equipment, personnel services, etc.

PER!OIIRNG ACTIVTY

.An activity which is responsible for performing a function or service,

including production of material and/or procurement of goods and services

from other contractors and activities.

PLANNING ESTLMATE/OPERATING TARGET (OPTAR) HOLDER

A planning estimate/OPTAR Holder is a person granted administrative

control of a designated amount of funds. Planning Estimates/OPTAR's are

issued by OB Holders to subordinates or to designated activities who are

not included in any responsibility center.

PLANNING, PROGRA•AING AND BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS)

A comprehensive system which provides the basis for standardi,-t'd

planning and programming for all the armed services. It converts planning Ii
objectives into resource requirements.

PRESIDENV1T1S BUDGET

The budget for a particular fiscal year transmitted to the Congress

by the President in accordance with the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921,

as amended.
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PROG•M COST CATEGORIES

1. Research and Development

Those program costs primarily associated with Research and

Development efforts including the development of a new or improved capa-

bility to the point where it is ready for operational use. These costs

include equipment costs funded under the RDT&E appropriations and related

Military Construction appropriation costs. They exclude costs which

appear in the Nilitary Personnel, Operation and Maintenance, and Procure-

ment appropriations.

2. Investment

Those program costs required beyond the development phase to intro-

duce into operational use a new capability, to procure initial, additional

or replacement equipment for operational forces or to provide for major

modifications of an existing capability. They include Procurement and

".tilitary Construction appropriation costs, aiid exclude RDT&E, Military

Personnel, and Operation and Maintenance appropriation costs.

3. Operating

- Those program costs necessary to operate and maintain the capability.

These costs include tilitary Personnel, and Operations and Maintenance.

PROGRAM ELIEhNT

Major programs are subdivided into Program Elements. The program

element is the basic building block of the FYDP. It is defined as "an

integrated combination of men, equipment and facilities which together

constitute an identifiable military capability or support activity."
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It identifies the mission to be undertaken and the organizational entities

to perform the mission. Elements may consist of forces, manpower, materials,

services, and/or associated costs as applicalea.

PRORAI OBJECTIVES ý,, RANfUM (POl.)

A memorandum in prescribed format submitted to the Secretary of Defense

by the Secretary of a Military Department or the Director of a Defense

Agency which recommends the total resource requirements within the para-

meters of the Secretary of Defense's fiscal guidance.

PROJECT

A planned undertaking having a f'.nite beginning and ending, involving

definition, development, production, and logistic support of a major weapon

or weapon support system or systems. A project may be the whole or a part

of a program. "ithin the Naval Material Command, a Designated Project is

a project which, because of its importance or critical nature, has been

selected for intensified project management.

P'AOJECT WMAAGER

The individual within the NNC, Bureaus, and Offices responsible,

within well-defined boundaries of time, resources, and performance

requirements, for executing an approved project.

PROJECT ORDER

A specific, definite, and certain order between Navy activities, for

work or for the manufacture of supplies, material, or equipment which, for

the purpose of obligation, assumes the characteristics of orders or contracts

placed with commercial enterprises.
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REAPPORTICRO47P

A revision of an annual "apportionment" during the fiscal year, either

upwards or downwards.

RECEIVABLES

A collective term used to describe amounts due to or to become due

from othem, usually within a relatively short time.

RECISSION

A legislative action which cancels budget authority previously pro-

vided by Congress.

REIMSURSABLE EXPENDITURE

An expenditure made for another agency, fund, or appropriation, or

for a private individual, firm or corporation, which subsequently will be

recovered.

REIMBJRSEmeNTS

Amounts received by an activity for the cost of material, work, or

services furnished to others for credit to an appropriation or other

fund account.

REPROGRNW NG

The transfer of funds between prograMof an appropriation; a shifting

of funds from the original purpose for which they were justified by

Congress.
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RESOURCES

Resources consist of military and civilian personnel, material on

hand and on order, and the entitlement to procure or use material, utilities,

and services.

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE

The office, bureau, systems command, or Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps which has been assigned the responsibility for overall management I
for all programs financed by an appropriation. The Director, CNO Fiscal

-tanagement Division (OP-92) is the responsible office for all Navy appro-
priations, except RDThE. The Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps is the

responsible office for all Marine Corps appropriations. The Assistant

Secretary of the Navy (Research, Engineering and Systems) is responsible

for RDT&E. (See "AIVINISTERING OFFICE")

RESPONSIBILITY CENTER

The Department of Defense definition of a responsibility center is "an

organization unit headed by an officer or supervisor who is responsible for

the management of resources in the unit, and who in most instances can

significantly influence the expenses incurred in the unit." The Navy appli- I
cation of the DOD definition is that a responsibility center, as used in

the Department of the Navy, is normally an activity listed in the Standard

Navy Distribution List. However, there are situations where it may be

either necessary or desirable to establish more than one responsibility

center in an activity or to combine several activities into one respon- j
sibility center. Commandants of Naval Districts will normally have at
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lea.-t two responsibility centers - one for the Headquarters operations and

one for the operation of the Naval reserve centers. Several activities

would be combined in one responsibility center when the individual activities

are considered small enough to justify the combination or when operational A

requirements make the combination necessary.

REVOLVING FUND

A fund established to finance a cycle of operations to which reim-

bursements and collections are returned for reuse in a manner that will

maintain the principal of the fund; e.g., "working capital funds,"

"industrial fund."

STORES ACCOUNT

An account reflecting the cost and/or the quantity of supplies on

hand and available for issue.

SUBHEAD

A four digit numerical or alpha-ntmeric number identifying the first

level subdivision of an appropriation used primarily for administration,

accounting, and control of an appropriation.

SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION

An appropriation enacted as an addition to a regular appropriation

act. Supplemental appropriations provide additional budget authority

beyond original estimates for programs or activities which are too urgent

to be postponed until the next regular appropriation.
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TOTAL OBLIGCTIONA1 AUThMRITY (TOA)

TOA is the total anmunt of funds available for programning in a given

year, regardless of the year the funds are appropriated, obligated or

expended. TOA includes new obligational authority, unprogrammed or repro-

grammed obligational authority from prior years, reimbursements not used

for replacement of inventory in kind, advance funding for programs to be

financed in the future, and unobligated balances transferred from other

appropriations.

UNDELIVERED ORDERS

An undelivered order is any document, meeting the criteria of an

obligation, issued for material or services that has not as yet been re-

ceived by the activity that ordered it. Includes material requisitions

applicable to reimbursable orders issued for material to be delivered

from a stock funded inventory, and purchase orders issued which cite

annual appropriations, and overhead materials requisitions issued by

modified industrial activities whose operations are principally financed

by reimbursable orders.

UNFILLED ORDER

An unfilled order is any document issued for goods or services,

which meets the criteria of an obligation, yet has not been received.

VOUCHER

Any document which is evidence of a transaction, showing the nature

and amount of the transaction. It usually indicates the accounts in which

the transaction is to be recorded.
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WARRANT

An official document issued by the Secretary of the Treasury and

countersigned by the Comptroller General of the United States by which

monies are authorized to be withdrawn from the Treasury. Warrants are

issued after appropriations and similar congressional authority have

been enacted.

WORK NASURD•ET

The process of establishing performance standards in terms of hours

per work unit. Some of the principal techniques used are: stopwatch

observations, synthesis of predetermined standards; work sampling; and

statistical inference from historical data. The principal purpose of

the standards is to compare the work performed with the manhours expended.

Such information may be used for personnel planning, work scheduling,

budget justification and cost control.

WORK UNIT

Work units are measures of output that express volume of work; con-

versely, manhours and dollars are measures of input required to produce

work units or perform work.

ZERO-BASE BUDGETING (ZBB)

A systematic process in which management undertakes careful examina-

tion of the basis for allocating resources in conjunction with the formu-

lation of budget requests and program planning.
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